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ORDERS NOW BEING TAKEN FOR THE NEW
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Deliveries are starting.

Get your order in
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NEXT TO FORD AGENCY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
(Open Evenings until 8 P. M.)
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A BANK WHERE DEPOSITORS
ARE

FRIENDS

In its cordial attitude and personal service to
depositors, this bank disproves the old fash
ioned idea that a bank is a cold and imper
sonal institution. Our service includes not
cnly the routine care of accounts, but indi
vidual interest and co-operation in any busi
ness or financial problem.

Our Officers are easily accessible. They are always glad to
know you personally. You need have no hesitation in con
sulting them in any matter that requires personal attention.
UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

Corporations
Must Report Dividends Paid
7

Ir

accordance with Treasury Decision
ate Feb. 25, 1924, all domestic corpora
tions not specifically exempted from taxation
must file returns of information on Form 1097
showing the amount of payments of dividends
and distributions to stockholders who are indiv
iduals, fiduciaries or partnerships.
These re
turns must be filed not later than March 1 5,
1924, and shall cover all such payments made
during the calendar year 1923.
Inasmuch as this requirement is new and
the time for filing the returns is comparatively
short, we presume that an extension of time
for filing to June 15 will be granted.

THE ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
Member Federal Reserve System

OUSE PLANTS]

Add mueh to the charm of your home.
During thia month a
Cyclamen, Primrose, Bright Colored Cineraria or even a Fern or
Foliage Plant will give you much pleasure and will fill in most
gracefully those dark days between the Christmas greens and the
first daffodils.

We have tome good Cinerarias coming on and we want to get
them across to you before they are fully in bloom that you may
enjoy them the longest possible time.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

" S IL S B Y ’ S "
399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
(Next door to the Western Union)

I9. M. DE ROCHEMOlIT
106 Pleasant Street

PLUIMBING

HEMING

Telephone 244-W.
e-o-d-tf-117

WANTED

to exchange new furniture for your old. We must keep our second
hand department filled, and are willing to exchange naw modern
furniture far your old; also ranges and musical instrumanta.
279-285 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND
V. F. STUDLEY
»•
n-tt

THURSDAY AND SATURDAY.

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 11, 1924.
INCOME TAX RETURNS

Volume 79................. Number 31.

jority, but for a small minority to at
tempt to use it is to court disaster.
And yet that threat has been used
Must Bo Filed By Next Saturday.—
THREE-TIMES-A-WECK
rather recklessly of late by our Roman
Proposed 25 Percent Reduction.
BY THE ROCKLAND PUQLI8HING CO.
The Three K Organization Will Ever Be a ’ Danger Catholic, friends. They will be wise
With only1 a week remaining In
to bring this to a sudden end, for it
ALL THE HOME NEWS
To Crooked Politicians, Says Pastor Allen.
is a sword that cuts both ways. The
which to file Income tax returns, tax
Kian has beaten the Owls at their own
Subscription 13.00 per je.r payable In ad- payers are warned against delay in for
rance ; tingle roplee three cents.
game, and it is amusing to listen to
warding their returns.
Adrertlxlng rates based upon circulation and
An analysis of the recent municipal Kian, but no more are Protestants complaints of secrecy.
Comparison of the number of re
rery reasonable.
But who is in danger from the Kian?
Communications upon topics of general Inter- turns tiled during the months of Jan election, and the part which be be eligible to membership in the various
set are solicited.
uary and February with those filed lieves the Ku Klux Kian played in It, Roman Catholic societies, such as the That organization is destined to play
Published erery Tuesday, Thursday and Rat
Knights of Columbus.
It is a poor a mighty part in the next few years
the correffpondlng period of
urday morning, from 409 Main Street, Rock during
land, Maine.
19211 shown a decided decrease. This, was contained in the sermon which rule that will not work both ways. in the affairs ot-State and Nation. It
Entered at the postofflee In Rockland for cir
no doubt, Is in part attributable to Rev. Eugene V. Allen preached be The Kian has no desire to Interfere will not come to an end, as did the
culation at second-last postal rates
the desire of taxpayers to take full fore a very large congregation in the with the religious faitli of others, but earlier Kian through the completion
of its task. It will not be divided, as
hdvintage cf the proposed reductions, Methodist church Sunday.
NKWRPAPER HISTORY
The pas it claims the right to organize with
The Rockland Gazette was established lu end especially of the 25 per cent reduc
membership limited to those of Its own was the. Know Nothing party, over
tor handled his subject unsparingly, faith.
1040.
In 1874 tbe Courier was established,
Who will deny them that sectional issues. It will not fall, as
o:i income for the year 1923.
and consolidated with the Gazelle in 1882. tion
nd instead of finding the Kian a right?
have other movements that were pure
The Free l’rasa seas established lu lff.55. and However, the tax on income for the
In 1891 changed its name in the Tribune. vear 1923 is being eolleetcd under the menace, as some might have thought
The attitude of the Kian on 'the ly local. It will apply to every part of
These papers consolidated klan.h 17, 1897.
revenue Act of 1921. which is still in from his title, it was a most vigorous school question is criticized with equal America because it will serve every
lack of reason cr justice.
Roman part. It cannot be stopped. Opposi
ff£*e.-«..e.-e.-e..e.-e..e..e..e..e.-e..e..e..e.ffl effect, and which provides heavy pen
—•
* <• alties for failure or "wilful refusal” endorsement of the K. K. K. An ab Catholicism is hostile to our public tion only strengthens it. The Mayor
•e. Man must, before everything
else, oc- ♦
school system.
Bishop Walsh -is my of Boston boasts it can gain no foot
to file a return and pay, at least, one- stract of the adorers follows:
♦
cupy himself with IllsIntelligence.—
—
....
authority for the statement.
No hold in Boston, but it is there. Bath,
fourth of the tax on or before March
•e*
Cousin.
•••
Their
Protestant can teach in a parochial Maine, tried to Iwir the Kian.
When
an
election
of
local
officials,
15,
1924.
The
Revenue
Act
of
1924,
—•
•»
such as was held In Rockland last school or be on its -board of manage election last Monday was the answer.
M
m containing this and other proposed re
I would like to be Informed Portland. Bangor, Brewer, Saco, Eastductions, is now before Congress and Monday, takes to unusual a character ment.
l<ort, Rockland, and other places are
GEORGE 13 TICKLED
there is little likelihood of its enact and proportions, it is the province of if there is any reason why a Homan an answer to the claim that the Kian
I Catholic, hostile to the public school
ment prior to the closing day of the the church to analyze the resultsassume all present know that an elec system, should be given a place on the is dying out. It is pretty dead in
North Cambridge, March 8.
filing period.
Some ti hool board, or be engaged as teacher Rockland, I guess not. Oklahoma
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
The proposed 25 per cent reduction tion was held last Monday.
I naw In your Tuesday issue that in the tax on income for the year 1923 of our good people were so dazed by in the schools they hate? If there was tried to stop It. Louisiana recently
gave a great Kian victory. Western
the Republican party has come to the is retroactive to Jan. 1; 1923. Enact the results, It seemed like a dream. a lack of Protestant material for
States are in line. The next Governor
front again. Billy K. told me two ment of the pending legislation means, We have recovered and realize It was leichers there might be an excuse,
If we are to con of Maine will not be a man opposed
In many respects the but there is not.
years ago that I never would live to in the case of taxpayers who pay on no dream.
It was demn the Kian let us by the same logic to the principles of the Kian. The
see the Republican party in power the fnstaliment plag,, a revision of their election was record-making.
condemn the parochial schools for their same will be pretty nearly true of the
again.
Thank the Lord that I have accounts in the offices of the collectors unus-ual In its freedom from personintolerance in barring protestant teach next President of the United States.
lltics.
The
only
mudslinging
I
noted
lived to sre the great victory. I think by crediting the accounts with one• • . •
ers.
was
after
the
results
were
announced.
tho Republican party must have had a fourth of the amount cf the tax
• • • »
This is no idle boast. The Kian is
It
was
unusually
free
from
drunken

cargo of new brooms come in. by the declared to be due on the return. In
We have had a remarkable election standing for the things that brought
ness and fighting.
All day long
sweeping victory that they trade.
those cases where the tax is paid scarce a man was seen under the in in Rockland.
Such an overturning Pilgrims and Puritans to the country.
George E. Cross.
in full at the time of filing the returns, fluence of liquor, and the crowds that must have a cause.
No amount of It stands for the principles that fought
the 25 per cent excess will be refund thronged the polling places were good railing at a hated organization can ex and won our independence. 'It stands
ed promptly without the requirement natured and orderly.
COMING TO THOMASTON
plain it. It goes deeper than that. It for the things that are everlastingly
of filing a claim. No material ad
It was a clean sweep for the winning was a turning for relief to the one right, and cannot be defeated. God is
Philip J. Hemenway, < hictf of police vantage is to be gained by taxpayers side.
Martin in it, and it will go on till It shall have
Every man on the ticket was source that promised relief.
and night watchman in Farmington who withhold their returns.
elected.
The size cf the majority Luther with his 95 theses protested accomplished His will. It will ever
has tendered his rtsignatlrn, to take
marks it as a record-maker.
The against conditions as he found them. be a danger to crooked politicians.
Had there been more Kian work In
effect April 1, when it ia understood
Service stations have already been voters of Rockland spoke in no uncer Rockland election was a protest Washington a few years ago there
that he will go to the State Prison as a
against
the
domination
of
the
Owl
tain
terms.
Some
one
has
said
that
designated by the Maine Automobile
guard. Mr. Heminway was in France
It would not have been the infamous
Association in connection with its the voice of the people is tlhe voice Club and kindred organizations.
during the World War, and has been uniform emergency road service, cov of God.
If this is true then was not was more than a city election, It was Teapot Dome scandal.
The Kian will go on because, though
The eloction was Rock
employed in his present capacity most ering a considerable portion of the God speaking to the newly elected a crusade.
of the time since his return also as s'ate, and field agents are closing con officials his will to make clean the foul land's protest against conditions in the influencing politics, it is not In poli
The |»aralyzing hand of Ro- tics. No candidate for office is sup
sisting the county shcuiffs depart tracts with ether stations, sa that by spots and to make safe the danger schools.
ment in similar work qutside his juris- the opening of the spring automobile spots that imperil the youth of the nkin Catholic lnliuence has been on our ported because he is a member of the
schools.
The school board has felt Kian. The best man for the office 1s
dlstion.
season, the entire state will be covered. city? I believe it was Just that.
Think of it! the Ideal of the Kian, and none but
It was an unusual election in that a that touch for years.
Among towns and cities in which ar
I re A public system managed by those crooked politicians need fear that
Robert U. Collina la prepared to ren rangements have already been made new element entered Into it.
The creed. It will win and grow because
I make this who are hostile to the system.
der assistance In making out Income for service stations are Rockland and fer to the Ku Klux Kian.
statement on the authority of both wonder is that Rockland has endured It deserves to win and grow. It will
tax returns.
adv. tf.
Damariscotta.
local popers.
Both have recognized it so long. The election is Rockland's have great power, and therein will bo
the chief danger.
How that power Ls
the Kian as one of the important fac protest against it.
tors in the election.
The fact that ..The election was a protest against used will decide its future. At pres
THE SECTARIAN ISSUE
several very unusual conditions were conditions of law enforcement. The ent It seems that the minds that are
present as above noted, and that the city has tired of nullification of the directing the movement are directing
Kian was for the first time a factor, lawa and the failure of juries to con it wisely. It In local and national af
Yet the system has provided fairs wise direction prevails there is
justify one In the belief that the Kian vict.
Speech helped to bring to pass these unusual, for.Jhe selecting of enough Jdrors almost no end of good it can accom
Candidate Farrington Discubsea It In Ri
with the plish. If It should fall Into unworthy
conditions- Turning again to the lo- known“ RT Ve fn sympathy
syi
Rum.
.—Where He Stands On Water
cal papers, One aocepts the fact of bootlegger to make verdicts against hands it will fail and fall of its own
Kian Influence with little comment. criminals hard to obtain. The election weight. It Is for true and loyal Amer
I was a protest against that condition. icans to shape its future, and In so
In h!s address before the Woman’s raise .mo# serious question if the The other is consistently hostile.
say consistently, for during recent It Is a deplorable situation when the doing to make that future safe.
Educational Club Friday night Hon. State would be able to assist these months the Messenger has lost no op police force ot a city does not have
Frank G. Farrington set forth clearly academies, as is now done, by money portunity to speak against the Kian. tile confidence of the citizens it is sup
“This is the only place In which to
paid by the State under existing law
and concisely his position in regard for help in the carrying on of some of Its hostile comments on the election posed to protect. 1 am told on reliable have a birthday," writes George O. II.
authority that every warrant against Crockett, who is spending the winter
to some of the issues which have the courses in the curricula of those are. then, consistent.
rumsellers is sworn out by the high in the Bahamas. "Celebrated it Jan.
been radsed in the Republican guber academies.
” he adds, "and this makes me one
In this Messenger editorial wc read: sheriff or his deputies; not one by the
....
natorial canvass.
“Now right here we wish to say that members oif the police force. If that month older than George Washington.”
“In the list of schools to which
“So long as there is a racial and re have referred some eight or ten come the part taken by the Kian in Rock- be true it Is a damning indictment of The Rockland George has this paper's
the force and the system that controls thanks for a copy of the Nassau
ligious contest which will separate within the meaning of the word sec kind presents one of the most serious it.
It rxpiains the often expressed
and divide our people, the develop tarian and two of those are Catholic questions with which we have ever had doubt of the integrity of the city's pro Guardian, published In Nassau, New
Providence. “Beware Sodden Chills,"
ment of Maine along any line w’ll be schools, the only Catholic schools re to contend." The Kian is in the same tectors.
Is it true that one of the
impossible and will he postponed to ceiving any State aid. This sectarian editorial charged with secrecy, and Rockland rumsellers, now in jail, has reads one of the advertisements, but
the public is doubtless not alarmed,
such period when these things shall amendment is the only one which has with being a foe to the Catholjc faith. been able to secure the removal of
have disappeared from our midst. been referred to Iby any candidate. These objections we will discuss later. police officers who failed to protect for in the next column are several
"ads" of much larger type directing
Is the Kian a menace to Rockland
Men who are working in any business Coupled with it lias been used the
him? I have very recently heard that
side by side and looking at each oth word “parochial” which strictly re and tho State of Maine? That is the stated. It is a deplorable condition, attention to the lifesaving qualities of
certain medicines called Haig nnd
If
er askance, not knowing whether it is fers to the schools in a city or town question before us at this time.
and the election Monday was Rock Haig, Dimple Scotch. Green Stripe and
a case of friend or toe. are not going conducted by church authorities—the the Kian is a menace we will be able land’s protest against it. It is not
so forth. As George always reads thn
to bo profitable to labor.
Catholic parochial schools. This “sec lo see this in the results of its work. enough to show that high sheriff and
lie probably has noted
“I am a Protestant, a member for tarian” issue, sp-ealled, is apparently The Kian is credited with being a fac- police force are controlled by different advertisements,
these things.
Is that,
over 35 years of a Protestant the only issue being considered by or in the Monday’s election.
political parties.
The duties to the
church. I have no brief for any relig some in this primary campaign. It a danger to Rockland? Let us note tho city are greater than obligation to
MIss Tziulse Sawyer, local
Red
ious belief, but I do deplore the issue would ba interestng to know just names of the newly elected officials: party, and so the election declares.
Cross nurse, and the Red Cross nurse
that has been injected into this cam bow you would have voted on the (Pastor Allen here read the names of
from Camden co-operated with tho
paign. An attempt is being made to amendment we have been discussing. the aldermen and school committee
I would respect
There is no reason why Rockland Penobscot Bay Dental Club Saturday
have the people believe that there is I frankly say to you that I voted members elected.)
fully enquire what Is the matter with might not be known for being a clean afternoon in a dental clinic at Knox
immediate danger to our public against it.
Many children were pre
school system. Some believe, from a
“In a recent speech of mine at that list? It is headed by a man for moral and beautiful city, one of which Hospital.
George
misunderstanding of the facts, that Bangor I mada the statement that I mayor whom even the editor of the Its citizens could be proud. There is sentee! for teeth extraction.
there has been an attempt on the part was almolutely against the appropri Messenger credits with being a good no reason why the u-b .minatlons of It. Stone of Portia nil was anaesthetist.
If the Kian has Sea street and Winter street should be
of the Legislature or the municipal ation of any public money for paro man for the place.
There is no reason
ities to divert public money to paro chial schools, as such. The thing in been a deciding factor in the election allowed to exist.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
chial schools. No parochial school in my mind was ‘parochial’ as against of this ticket I am of the opinion that why the dance halls ot the city be in
there
are
other
cities
and
towns
in
cubators for breeding evil. The Kian
Maine has, to my knowledge, ever the broader word ‘sectarian’ which
If I had io live my life again I Mould hare
received one dollar from public covered several academies in the Maine that would be greatly profited is hostile to every such form of evil, made a rule lo read some poetry and listen tn
funds, and I ibelieve the present con- State. Senator Brewster has seen fit by a similar work. We have no apol and the election is a protest against sonio music at least once a week. The loss of
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
it. The Kian pledges allegiance to the those
situation is ample now to take care of to comment on the words ‘as such' ogies to make here.
Darwin.
.Again, "By their fruits ye shall Censtitutld of ihe Unit 'd States. It
any such contingency, and I am ab and to apply to them a meaning and
We had a clean elec Is committed to the policy of free
solutely against the appropriation of a limitation not intended and I again know them."
THE EXILE TO HIS WIFE
free
press,
free common Crmc to me dearest, I’m lonely without thee.
any public money for parochial say so that neither he nor any of you tion, free from drunkenness, no charge speech,
of
-bribery,
with
unusual
interest
taken
schools,
an
open
Bible,
and
separa

may
misunderstand,
that
I
am
abso

schools.”
Day-time and night-time I’m thinking about
. . « •
thee;
lutely against the appropriaion of and a splendid corps of officials elected. tion of church and state. Its members
Night-time and day-time, in dreams I behold
What
is
wrong
in
this?
If
it
was
the
ere
pledged
to
assist
duly
elected
of

any
public
money
dor
parochial
Mr. Farrington then read Article
thee.
VIII. of the Constitution, which he schools. As to appropriation for sec work of the Kian who condemns It? ficers in the performance of their le Unwelcome the waking which ceases to fold
thee.
said personally convinced him that tarian schools. I personally feel that Who can name a feature of that cam gal duties.
to me. darling, my sorrows to lighten ;
The K4an is charged with stirring Come
no town would have t'he right to di the matter is safe in the bands of the paign that could be improved?
Come In thy beauty to bless and to brighten;
Contrast this with other elections up religious strife. With being a foe Come In thy womanhood, meekly and lowly,
vert any of its school funds to paro Legislature under the powers given
Some were so close to Roman Catholics. This is not true. Come In thy loveliness, ipieenly and holy.
chial schools. He next read the text to the Legislature by our present we have known.
that the winning side was handi It Interferes with no man’s religion Swallows will- flit 'round the desolate ruin.
of the constituional amendment Constitution.
Telling of spring and its Joyous renewing.
which was offered at the last session
“This question should be settled In capped. Some have been character It Is. however, opposed to foreign con And thoughts of thy love and Its manifold
Some trol of America, no matter whether it
treasure.
of Legislature by his opponent, Sen calm judgment, not with people ized by drinking and fighting.
mf heart with a promise of pleas
moved by hatred and prejudice and have been won where a pint and two be by king or Pope, onrl this Is where Are circling
ator Brewster.
ure.
iMr. Farrington particularly di by passion. Any candidate for the dollars was the standard price of the the shoe pinches. I have before me a O Spring of my spirit0 May of my bosom!
rected attention to Section 1, which high office of Governor of Maine votes that won election. In some the copy of the oath taken by the Knights Shine out on my soul ’till it burgeon and
blossom ;
said: "All moneys raised by taxation should not be animated by too strong policy was to make voters of the of Columbus, reported from the Con The waste
of my life has a rose-root within
in the towns and cities for the sup prejudice of any sort, lest perchance opposite party too drunk to get to the gressional Records of Feb. 1913. It
It.
One election was won does not exactly breath out a spirit And thy fondness alone to the sunshine can
port of public schools, and all moneys in stress of circumstances he might polling place.
win It.
which may be appropriated by the not be able to deal justly and fairly by taking a party of voters of the op of love toward Protestants or Masons
State for the support of common with all questions which might p-oslte side on a -boat ride down the It Is not remarkable for loyalty to Figure that moves like a song through the
bay, detaining them until sifter the America, but to the Pope. But it ex
even ;
schools shall be applied to, and ex arise.”
Features lit up by a reflex of heaven ;
• » • •
polls were closed.
All of these things actly fits the history of that church.
pended in, no other schools than
K.ves like the skies of poor Erin, our mother.
Mr. Farrington said he believed no are not unknown In Rockland, and
But speaking of religious intoler Where shadow and sunshine are chasing each
those which are conducted according
other;
to law, under the order and superin obstacle should be interposed against were not regarded as a menace to the ance, a year ago, in Temple' hall, at
coming seldom, but child Ike and simple.
city.
Now
comes
the
Kian,
we
have
the annual coffee party held by Cath Smiles
tendence of the authorities of the the development of power and stor
Painting in each rosy cheek a sweet dimple;
town or city in which the money is ex age by private capital. “I am unable an election Ideal In its character, and olic friends, it is said that a Protest Oh, thanks to the Saviour that even thy seem
ing
pended."
to see the wisdoib of the State itself a very dangerous condition is discov ant Bible was sold at auction as an ex
"Consistency thou art a jew pression of contempt for the Protest Is left to the exile te brighten* his dreaming'.
’’Had this amendment been adopt attempting development either for ered..
ant faith. Bishop Walsh told us in a You have been glad when you knew I was
ed,” sadd Mr. Farrington, “I have no power or storage purposes.” he de el.”
• • • •
gladdened ;
recent letter in a Portland paper what
hesitation in asserting that ft would clared. “In my opinion it would en
Dear, are you sad now to bear I am saddened?
have affected every one of a list of 45 tall too great an expense and that it
The Kian is an organization “who he thought of the Bible. I wonder Our hearts ever answer in tune and In time,
academies, all of which with the ex should not be undertaken by the State carry on their activities shrouded in what we in Rockland think of this in
love;
ception of eight or ten are absolutely Unless there is some -settled policy in utter secrecy” says a critic.
1 have sult by local Catholics, and I wonder As octave lo octave, and rhyme unto rhyme.
;
non-sectarian.
This would mean Maine there can never be any real not noticed that the Owl Club pro who is stirring up religious strife? I cannotlove
weep but your tears will be flowing.
I The Kian is against all this.
that it would be impossible for the development along the line of power claims its activities in the press.
You cannot smile but my cheek will be glowing ;
The Kian will be a danger to organ I would not die without you at my side, love;
towns to make any arrangement with or storage, and it is to be hoped that seem to recall a sign that reads, "For
these academies for the benefit of men have come to realize this fact
Members Only.”
Do the Knights of izations, no matter what the name, You will not linger when I shall have died, love.
“If I am nominated and elected as Oolurrtbus tell' their secrets to tho whose work is along these lines. The Come to me, dear, ere I die of my sorrow.
t'heir own pupils, because the acade
mles are not under the order and su Governor of Maine I shall stand for world? I had not known if they did Owl Club, the Knights of Columbus, Rise on m.v gloom like the sun of tomorrow;
and fond as the words which I
any and every disloyal organization Strong, swift
perintendence’ of the authorities of the strict and fearless enforcement of so.
speak, love.
the towns where this is true it would this particular law and of all laws
The Kian is charged with being will find the Kian a source of danger. With a song on your Hp and a smile on your
cheek, love.
mean that, if this amendment had I make this statement in order that “avowedly and bitterly the foes of That Club is the original "Invisible
for my heart in your absence is weary—
passed, the town would have to take there -may be no doubt in the mind those citizens of America who profess Empire.” There has been a sinister (Yme.
Haste, for my spirit is sickened and dreary —
over the academiesor build structures of any man or -woman where I should the Catholic or any other faith but influence at work. The threat of boy Come to the arms which alone should caress
thee.
to take care of the situation or send stand on the question of law enforce- Protestant."
Thps statement is cott has been heard too often in Rock
the heart that is throbbing to press
their pupils elsewhere. Another ef .ment, if I were honored Iby the nomin hardly accurate.
Roman Catholics land.
The boycott is an effective Come to thee.
are not eligible to membership in the weapon tn the hand of a strong mafect of this amendment would be to ation as Governor,”
—Joseph Brenan.
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Kockiand. March 11. 1024.
Personally appeard Frank S. Lyddle. who on

oath declares that he is pressman
of the Rockland Publishing Co.,
the issue of The Courier-Gazette
1j24, there was printed a total of
Before me.

in the office
and that of
of March 8.
6,313 copies.

FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

, BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—
Bible Thoughts mer'orked, will prove a!
priceleee heritage in after yean.

Except the Lord build the house,
they labor in vain that build it; ex
cept the Lord keep the city, the
watchman wakt-th but in vain.—Psalm
127-1.

UNDER THE NEW CHARTER
The community interests of Rock

land are to be warmly congratulated
upon yesterday’s inauguration of a new
city government, which by its indi
vidual make-up and the expression of
public confidence under wiiich it take-

office justifies belief that the dawn of a
new era in municipal management has

arrived under the new charter.
brief

inaugural

address

of

The
Mayor

Snow reads like the utterance of a
man accustomed to accept responsi

bility with view to its straightforward
discharge. The effacement of the indi

vidual exhibited in the document is
characteristic of the great arm of na

tional service under which Mr. Pnow
was trained anel which so admirably

fashions him
rect.

to

command and

di

Only once in his message' does

a pronoun in the* first person singular
appear, and that at the end. where he
renews the pledge of service made to

the great caucus

of

citizens

him in nomination.

which

We look

year of progress for Rockland
administration of Mayor

under the

Snow and the officials, electee! anel ap
pointed, with whom lie is associated.

To the average man on the side
walk a great proportion of the Wash
ington news dispatches with which the
daily press has for some weeks bei n
freighted, partakes largely of the
character generally catalogued as
bunk. This is not to minimize the
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Emily Stevens, Hamlin B. Bowes anel WITH ROCKLAND HIGH
Minnie Crozier.
Park Commissioner—A. 11. Crockett,
Sealer of Weights and Measures— Social Doings—Fine College
And the New Single-Board City Council Takes Up the John H. Koster.
Records Made By Certified
The mater of appointing a public'
Cudgels of Service—Mayor’s Appointments Give Much health officer was left in abeyance.
Students.
The incumbent is David L. McCarty,
Satisfaction—Alderman Ulmer Is Chairman.
who was elected by the retiring
tv
Temperance Day, March 7, was prop
government for three years. Mayor erly observed at Rockland High School
Snow referred the matter to City So with this program: x
Mayor Carlton F. Snow and the new better expressed by service, and to this
licitor Tirrell. anti read the’ latter's
I
again
pledge
myself.
'The American's Creed,"
School
ly elected members of the board of
written report to the effect that •Our Country,”
Clark Staplea
* * * *
aldermch who now comprise the City
School
the outgoing city govi innent hael no Song—"America,"
The appointment of E. II. Keene as right to elect for a period beyond |ts Beading of Law Eatabllihlug Temperance
Council, took the oath of office
Pay.
Haveuor Casaens
eity clerk was promptly confirmed by own existence. "My opinion is, "ssid
Letter,
yesterday and starteel auspiciously the board, and the cath of office ^solicitor Tirrell. "that it is the duty of Beading Governor Baxter'sCharles
G. Coughlin
Reading Message from Dr. Augustus U.
on the beginning of an administration administered by Judge Frank B. Mil- (he pres(>nt mavor t(, appolnt."
Horace Maxey
Tnomas,
I Mayor
------ - 1—
------------which, under the provisions cf the new ■er.
W. C. T. V..
Thayer Kimball, Jr.
now
agreesmany-other
wit
Alderman Frank M. 1'lme-r was
Winola Klchan
Willard,"
citizens that the office f assessor is "Frances
charter, will last until January 1926.
"Seal Dow,"
Wilbur Frohock
he deferred "Star Spangled Banner,
important, an
School
Precedent was established by tlie ap board, a selection which in every way • Itighl.v
th, ante
School
is a fitting one, as Mr. Plmer is a ! making an appointment until the spec Salute to Flag,
pointment of city officials, which of
Remarks appropriate to the occasion
second year man. has seem service In Ilal. meeting of March -1
late years has always been done at the
Mayor Snow also announced -tlie were made by the principal; Anna E,
both boards, and is an exceedingly
appointment of his standing commit Coughlin.
evening session.
capable and conscientious worker.
• • • *
Mayor Snow's inaugural address
The surprise of the morning session tees. The list follows:
The "Three Decker Social” was held
Accounts
and
Claims
—
Duncan
and
was one of the briefest for many years. came with Mayor Snow’s. announcelast Friday night at Assembly hall and
In fact the- writer (who has attendd m< n that he should break away from DeRochmont.
By-laws and Police—Ulmer and netted a good sum for the Athletic As
30 consecutive inaugurations) recalls precedent and make most of bis apsociation. The High School Orchestra
The following Duncan.
only one briefer address, ar.d that too lKiintments at once.
City Property—Holmes and DeRoch- gave a short concert and music for
was delivered by a Snow—Capt. Israel city officials were named t. ad con
dancing and games was furnished by
moift.
Snow, who is a cousin of the present firmed:
and Miss Margaret Harrington. Teachers
Public
Works
—
Hanscom
City
Treasurer
—
Charles
H.
Morey.
execubive. The. new mayor early gives
in charge oi the Assembly hall were
Holmes.
City Marshal—Luke S. Davis.
evidence that lie is going to be a man
Mr. Phillips, Mr, Bayrd, Miss Adams;
and
Finance—
Richardson,
Duncan
Commissioner of Public Works—
of deeds and not of words. Thirty
on the second floor Mr. Bowden and
seconds after de livering his inaugural (formerly road commissioner)— Jon Chase.
Fire Department—Richardson and Mr. Hanna; on the first floor Miss
address he was discharging tlie duties athan S. Gardner.
Coughlin. The victrola and records
Tax
Collector
—
Robert
U.
Collins.
Hanscom.
of presiding officer with the self-pos
furnished entertainment for Room One;
Lighting
—
Chas"
and
Hanscom.
City
Auditor
—
Herbert
W.
Keep.
session of one who hael served a life
Miss Esther Fernald played the piano In
City Engineer—L. D. Jones.
Pensions—Ulmer and Dunean.
Room Five; Mrs. Lena K. Sargent sold
time in that capacity.
Printing—DeRochmont and Chase.
Chief Engineer of Fire Department
u large number of tickets and helped
An audit of the city’s finances hy a
—Albert R. Havener.
Purchasing
—
Ulmer.
at the Assembly hall. John Jasper of
certified public necountant. anel the ap
City Electrician—O. E. Pir.kh^m.
Ordinances—Richardson and Dun Ihe McLain Building was also pres
pointment of an advisory committee
Milk Inspector—Dr.
Crosby
F, can.
ent. Candy was made by the young
of citizens representing different trades French.
ladies taking Domestic Science under
and professions will lie maele in the*
Overseer of Poor—I. B Simmons.
the direction of Miss Piper. Nelson
PARK THEATRE
near future, the new mayor states in
Trustees of Public Library for Three
Crockett was in charge of the candy
his inaugural.
Years—E. A. Butler. A. B. Crockett
The fin il showing of the William de table and Cecil Benson was general
The audience which attended the in ai.d W. D. Talbot.
manager.
,
auguration cere mony yesterday foreCity Stenographer—Mrs. Edith Wim Mille Paramount production of ’Don’t
• • • •
neeon was the* largest for years, l.ut not mer.
Call It Love,” which opened at the
Miss
Irene
Gushee
has been elected
•
•
•
•
a circumstance to tlie one which would
Park theatre yesterday, will be held to teach English at a large increase of
have been present last night hael the
The Evening Session
salary at North Conway. She closes
there this afternoon and evening.
appointments been made then, as was
Due to the fact that Mayor Snow had
“Drums o«f Jeopardy.” the adapta her work ,in this school at the end of
conte mplated.
used daylight fin works there was a
the present term.
Five ex-mayors were among those comparatively small attendance at the tion of Harold McGrath's well-known
• . • •
who listeneel to tiie proceedings—E. K. evening session, which was neces novel, which appeared first as a serial
The school Is pleased ta announce
in the Saturday Evening Post, and in
Could. R. I. Thompson, O. H. Blethen, sarily brief.
which Elaine Hammerstein plays the that in the certified list of students
Phi.ip Howard anel Marshall M. Dag
The mayor and committee on finance leading role, wiil be show at the Park there have been no failures. The high
gett. Mayor E. L. Brown, soon to Join were authorized to employ the services
est rank so far has been won-by Miss
the increasing list of "exes,” had a of a certified accountant to make an Theatre on Wednesday and Thursday Marion Brawn of Bates, whose studies
of
this
week.
It
is
one
of
the
most
ringside seat.
have been marked As and Bs. It is
audit of the eity books; also to meet
City Clerk E. R. Keene, survivor of forthwith for the purpose of drawing entertaining and thoroughly satisfying such work as this which keeps this
photoplays.
Miss Hammerstein is
the old administration, called the a salary resolve and appropriation re
mare charming and delightful than school on the College Entranee Certifi
meeting to order exactly at the stroke solve. and to report at a special meet
ever, and as Kitty Buell, a real Ameri cate Board. Incidentally we hold that
of 10. Alderman Frank M. Plmer was ing March 21.
can girl, who become enmeshed in the privilege until December, 1925, when
named as temporary chairman of the
The committee on city property was thrilling adventures and the tragedies the next renewals are made.
board anel appointed as committee on authorized to make certain changes in cf the romance, following in the wake
credentials Aldermen John M. Rich the City Council chambers to fit them of the sinister emeralds, which are
ards,,n anel Harold H. H.ansce.m. The for Municipal Court and City Council the Drums of Jeopardy, she has great
THE FINAL GAME
mi mbers were then sworn in. the oath purposes.
er opportunity thin ever before to
of office being administered by City
Mayor Snow announced these addi demonstrate her versatility—which she
Clerk Keene.
Alderman H. H. Hans tional appointments, all cf which were does to a degree that makes her the Rockland Boys Meet Searsport
com and ((liver Holmes were appoint confirmed:
outsar.ding feature of this photoplay.
Friday Night—The Girls
ed a committee to escort the new may
City Undertakers—John O. Stevens. —adv.
or to the Council chamber, where His
Will Play Hallowell High.
Honor also received the oath from City
CIi rk Keene.
A fervent prayer was
Rockland High lost out In the
offered by Rev. W. S. Rounds of the
Western Maine lnterseholastic Basket
Congregational church.
ball Tournament at Lewiston Friday
The mayor then read Ills Inaugural,
hy being defeated by Gould Academy
which follows:
of Bethel 22-14, yet the home boys

MAYOR

SNOW

TAKES OFFICE

Mayor Snow’s Address
gravity of a situation that lias arisen
Gentlemen of the City Council and Fel
in public circles, deplored liy the great
low Citizens:
body of citizens without respect to
It has been the privilege of your
political convictions. Out of it all we Mayor-elect, during the past week, to
rr,ay look to see something definite hear many things from many mouths.
brought by the committees of investi Sentiments varying from severest
criticisms to warmest admiration have
gation upen which the people can de
been expressed with more or less free
pend for the forming of proper judg dom. In one respect, however, popular
ments. The desperate zeal of the sentiment stems concurrent, and that,
Democrats to create out of the situa sentiment is a tribute to the integrity, I
tion a narrow partisan advantage has ability, ar.d high purpose of my prede
cessor in olfi e. Edward L. Brown has
nowhere been more neatly retiuked
set a standard of moral character that
than by the editorial headed "Limits his successors in office may do well to
and Reactions,” appearing in the coun emulate.
It is unnecessary and unbecoming!
try's foremost Democratic paper, the
for the purpose of this brief address. ;
New York Times. It leads:
to attempt to analyze the results of!
It was a mistake to suppose that the recent election.
The voters,'
there was no limit to which the Senate
through the medium of the ballot, ex
committee would not go in making pressed a measure of confidence in cer
public private telegrams. Ex-Secre
tain persons now entrusted with the
tary Fall’s lawyer put in appearance
government of our city. It remains to
yesteday to protest against pub
justify that confidence.
lishing private communications be
New conditions confront us,’ and new
tween him and his client. They are
measures must be adopted with which
privileged.
Senator Walsh saw the
to meet them. The C4ty of Rockland
point and stated that no allegid evi
ay be considered as a corporation,
dence of that kind would hereafter be transacting business for the ben« fit of
placed in the public record. He its stockholders (the taxpayers) and
seemed to be a little chagrined, as him the community at large. Its products
self a lawyer, at the slip which the should be good government, good citi
committee had made, hut did not ex zens and prosperity.
press mortification at the way in which
Your board of directors and the
it had handled the private and inno chairman will, with the support of the
cent telegrams of the President of tlie stockholders, endeavor to turn out the
I'niteil States. It would lie absurd to first and last named products; while it
expect as much consideration for the will be the duty of a Subsidiary Cor
Chief Executive as for a lawyer,
poration known as the school commityesterday may add to the gayety of tee th supervise tlie development of
yestrday may add to the gayety of the most important product. For.
nations, but scarcely to their under given good citizens, good government
standing. After Senator Heflin had and prosperity may be attained with
summoneel on Friday all his vast re
minimum effort. Without the support
sources of logic, rhetoric and moral
of the stockholders failure is inevi
discrimination to prove that the word
table.
"principal" in one of the McLean dis
Continuing this analogy, a well man
patches must have meant the Presi
aged corporation would select its em
dent, it was slightly amusing to find ployes with an eye to efficiency. Party
from yesterday's testimony that a
service should be recognized—but such
brother Senator was really indicated. recognition must not impair the efIn what the latter, Senator Curtis, had
flcency of the corporation. Your May
done there was nothing blameworthy,
or believes that he reflects the senti
but the whole mystery made of the
ment of his Board of Aldermen when
telegram is a striking illustration of he states that the time for partisan
the false scents on which the Sena politics is past, and that we are con
torial hounds are all the time running
fronted with a business proposition.
off merely at a wold. Senator Heflin’s
As an ordinary step in business pro
ridiculous mistake may deter others—
cedure an audit of the city’s finances
nothing can deter him—from rushing
by certified public accountants will be
out with a sinister interpretation of a made, subject to the approval of the
telegram that is on the point of being City Council; also an inventory and
shown to mean nothing culpable.
appraisal of public property. These
One of the dispatches put in evidence steps do not imply past mismanage
spoke of the “reaction” which sets in ment, but are necessary, at times, in
when false or exaggerated charges fall the operation of any large corporation,
to the earth. This is certain to be the and should be taken in the interest of
case when the President of the United the management and the stockholders,
States is concerned. Loose anel vague' with full*publicity.
attacks upon the character will re
At an early date, a number of citi
bound upon their authors with terrific
zens representing various trades and
force when it becomes plain that they
professions will be requested to serve
hael nothing to go upon except rumor
on an advisory committee to which the!
and their own malicious inferences.
Mayor and Council may refer, at*their
When you strike a king, saiel Emerson, 1
J discretion, for information and advice.
you must make sure that you kill him,
We are confronted with the neces
or it will go hard with you. The in
sity for a large sum of money to be
effective blow aimeel at President Cool
expended upon school improvement.!
idge by hasty Senators will hurt them
It is too early, in the operation of this!
more than they possibly can him.
Government, to outline a financial
Americans do not like to see the per
policy in relation to this matter. The I
sonal rectitude of the Preside nt re
problem will be solved, and the inter
flected upon in any way: and wlien it
ests of the taxpayer safeguarded. The
is done from low partisan motives, and
management of schools, financing ex
without adequate justification liy un
cepted, is vested in your School Com
impeachable evidence, they reserve a
mittee, in whose ability your Mayor has
special kind of wrath fur til. offenders. full confidence.
An expression cf gratification conKobert U. Collins is prepared to r«m J corning election results is in order but
der assistance in making out income it is difficult to find suitable words,
tax returns.—adv.
tf
Perhaps, fellow-citizens, thanks were

J. F. GREGORY
SONS CO.

416-418 Main Street .
FMMKTOM T«1 RATS OF

VNXXAMPLKD SMABTNKM

Style That Stays
In Your Hat As Long
As It Stays In Use
TYLE cannot be affixed
1 to a hat, like a postage
stamp to a letter. It must

S

be built in from the fur out.
We pay more attention to
style and quality than any
shop hereabouts, but you
pay us no more for these
Spring Hats of Unexampled
Smartness than for hack*
neyed, stereotyped shapes.

---- 1A Complete Jkrvsy of t

Extra-Quality

»5
Super-Quality
$ 6

and 7

•tyleela

MALLORY HATS

give an exhibition of basketball of
which the fans need not be ashamed.
From the Lewiston Journal of Satur
day Is taken the following enlighten
ing clipping;
"Gould Academy of.Bethel was a
fairly easy Winner of the second
game, defeating Rockland High 24-14.
"Rockland
out-played
Gould
throughout the second half, but was
unable to sink their shots, of which
they had an abundance.
|
I Gould scintillated in the first half,
out-playing Rockland In every depart
ment.
The smooth-working Bethel
f 1 ward line l imped all through the
It ckland defense and hung up a 16-8
lead.
“Gould was the smoothest-working
team of the day. Their passing' was
swift and sure, they covered a large
amount of floor-space ar.d their shoot
ing, especially that of Bob Goddard,
was a revelation to the teams on the
side-lines.
•“Rockland played a masterly defense
game in the second half, and the for
wards folfbwed suit. Rockland out
played Gould from start to finish in
the last two Quarters, but could not
locate the basket.
It took the coast lads 12 shots be
fore they netted a single point. They
showered the ring with shots.
“Gould would either have been de
feated, or at least hard-pushed, if
Rockland had netted half of its shots
in the second half.
This game was the better of the
afternoon play. It was as fast as the
furious Biddeford-Morse struggle and
better played. Gould had a bouncepass that was the prettiest thing dis
played all afternoon. Goddard's fine
floor-work and''shooting featured."
• a • •

EVERYTHING MUSICAL
We Have For

PIANOS
Standard Makes

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail
$4. to $100.
Accordions,
Auto Harps,
$7. to $12.
Brief Cases,
$3. to $7.
$35. to $85.
Clarinets,
$4.50
Chinese Gongs,
Cornets,
$15. to $100.
Drum Traps, $30. to $100.
Harmonicas, $1 5c to $2.00
Harmonica Holders,
50c

Searsport High, champions of Waldo
county clash with Rockland High,
champions of the Knox and Lincoln
League, in the Arcade Friday night.
Early in the season these teams
played a very cRisc game on the
C'caisport field and there is a natural
interest in the results of the season's
work.
Furthermore It Is the last
chance the public will have to see
t aptain Snow and his gallant crew in
action. The Rockland girls take oa
the crack Hallowell High team and a
sharp contest will surely be the re
sult. Hallowell is still smarting from
recent defeats at the hands of coach
Sullivan's stars, and sees this year a
chance to repay old scores.

FURNHURE

CO.j

Spring Sale of.

HERE IS YOUR CHANCE TO PROFIT. You will
find variety and size fdr every room in your home.
The very latest designs and color effects and all
priced surprisingly low for this sale.
SALE

BEGINS WEDNESDAY, MARCH
AT 10:00 A. M.

12

Regular Pries Sale Price

7
3

9x12 Seamless Axminsters,
$75.00
9x12 Seamless Milbury Axmin. 69.50
9x12 Seamless Blue Wilton,
90.00
9x12 Blue Axminster,
75.00
9x12 Blue Axminster, very heavy, 69.50
9x12 Figured Blue and Rose Ax., 49.00
9x12 Figured Blue and Tan Ax., 58.00
9x12 Seamless Velvets,
54.00
9x 12 Figured Rose Axminster,
49.00
9x12 Rose and Gray Axminster, 48.50
9x12 Brown and Blue Axminster, 69.50
9x12 Blue, Brown and Gray Ax., 69.50

$56.25
52.12
67.50
56.25
52.12
36.75
43.50
40.50
36.75
36.37
52.12
52.12

BEAUTIFUL WILTONS

9x12
9x12
9x12
9x12
9x12

Figured rose & blue Wilton $90.00 $67.50
Kermanshaw Chinese Wilt. 99.00 74.25
Blerick Wilton,
99.00 74.25
Kashgar Wilton, taupe,
125.00 93.75
Hashgar Wilt, moue & blue 125.00 93.75

SMALLER

SIZE

RUGS

8-3x10-6 Axm., blue and gold $66.00 $49.50
8-3x10-6 Axminster, taupe,
55.00 41.25
8-3x10-6 Axm., brown & green, 52.00 39.00
8-3x10-6 Axm., brown and blue, 47.00 35.25
2 8-3x10-6 Axm. figured rose,
52.00 39.00
4 8-3x10-6 Velvet, brown & green, 51.00 38.25
Tapestry Stair Carpet, $2.50 value................ $1.87
Velvet Stair Carpet, $2.50 value...................
1.87
Wilton Stair Carpet, $3.75 value ................. 2.81

BLJRPEE
I

I

IfMIt LU
RQtlilAM)

—
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now, as curious visitors come there
man was taking his ease on the warm nightly tb hear the mysterious music,
seat next to the tioller he heard strain*
and when conditions are alt right they
of band music apparently right close to and never disappointed.
his ear. He is a cautious man and not
in the least superstitious, so he went
across the way where another night
watchman was cn duty and invited the
latter to visit him. not telling him of
the strange sounds he heard. The vis
itor also heard the music and wanted
ovheKjbli are i\i\eed of
to know where it was, and was com
pletely mystified, as was hift host. The
MADDING STATIONERY*
news spread and tlie following night a
radio fan came to the boiler room to
Investigate. Conditions for receiving
were again favorable and a radio band
(HI COUMER-GAZrr.t
concert was enjoyed.
The fan ex
ROCKLAND
plained to the watchman how the tiling
might happen, and went his way. The
VAttf
watchman is never lonely at night just

Socvj.Eng^avIng

Industrial Stocks
Why
You Should Buy Them
Because the industries are the lire blood of
the country, the cfeators of wealth, the founda
tion of prosperity, and furnish employment to
the largest number of people.
They are engaged largely in the production of
essential commodities, necessary to life and hap
piness, and furnish the farmer with a market

for his products.
Because the Railroads, Lighting and Power,
and other Public Utilities Companies are large
ly dependent upon industrial prosperity fdr

their existence.
. i.

UNIQUE RADIO SET

Brewer Gives Down • Story Which
He* All Of th* “Bugs” Bisaten.

$4. to $25.
Mandolins,
Metronomes, $4.50 to $7.
Music Cases, $1.50 to $20.
Music Stands, $1. to $2.75
Music Rolls,
$1. to $3.75
Saxophones, $85. to $200.
Strings for all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20 CENTS

V. F. STUDLEY
Telephone 713.

■)

MOBURPEE

ROCKLAND, ME.

283 Main St

They are not under the control of any “com
mission,” consequently are not limited in their
earning power, and can better regulate their

profits.
A Brewer man has a unique radio
outfit that didn’t cost him a cent and
he doesn’t have to tune in for any par
ticular station. Of course hC doesn't
know from whence his program comes
and he is limited to band and other In
strumental selections but on the whole
he is satisfied, aa are also a number of
his friends who enjoy concerts when
conditions are favorable which they
must be in order for his “radio” to
work.
The outfit consists of an upright
steam boiler of the old fashioned type,
which is located In a Brewer manu
facturing plant, where the Brewer man
Is night watchman. The smokestack
Is of the usual metal variety and is
firmly stayed with guy wires. Right
next to the boiler and In contact with
it is a seat on which is placed a cush
ion from an old motor car, filled with
many springs.
One night last week as the watcht

The Sawyer Boot & Shoe Company, one of
the oldest industries in the State, are offering a
7' ", Preferred Stock at par with a participating
feature to net 8 %.
ISSUE IS SMALL—NO BONDED INDEBT

EDNESS—ASK FOR PROSPECTUS

SAWYER BOOT & SHOE CO.
]

A Successful Maine Corporation
BANGOR, MAINE

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March It, 1924.

REPUBLICAN SUPPER

TALK OF THE TOWN

SNAP!

DOMINI NEIGHBORHOOD EWMVB
March 5—April 21—Lenten Season.
March 8-15—-Boston Automobile Show.
March 12—Republican supper and get-to
gether at Temple Hall at 6.15 p. ni.
March 14—"Feast of the Little Lanterns,"
staged by Rockport High School, Grange hall,
Glencove.
March 13—St. Patrick’s Day dance, given
by B. & P. W. C. at Temple hall, 8.30 p. m.
March 14—Debate—Rockland High School
vs. Camden High School In High School As
sembly hall.
March
14—Thomaston— Debate—Thomaston
High School vs. Rockland High School.
March 14—Masquerade ball of Veteran Fire
men’s Association in Havener hall. .
March ?7—St. Patrick's Day.
March 17—Washington town meeting.
March 19—-Monthly meeting of Baptist Men’s

Weather Thin Week

Weather outlook for this week In the
North Atlantic States: Considerable
cloudiness, rain and snow at beginning
and again after Thursday. Tempera
ture below normal first part of week
and normal thereafter.

A. C. McLoon and son-in-law,
Everett Munsey, have leased land near
Brunswick, Oa., and will engage in
tomato raising. This is Mr. Munsey's
business in Florida.

PEP!

ROCKLAND HIGH BOYS
Champ, of Knox and Lincoln Counties

VS.

SEARSPORT HIGH ROYS
Champa of Waldo County
LAST TWC CAPT. SNOW’S FIVE WfLL APPEAR

ROCKLAND HIGH GIRLS
Last year’s State Champs
VS.

League.

March 19—Public Suction at B. A P. Wo
men’s Club rooms, 8. p .in.
March 20—First day of Spring.
April 3—Republican State Convention ta
Portland.
April 5 (7.15)—Address by Paul
Sargent.
Chief Engineer State Highway Conuhlaalop, tiefore the Woman’s Educational Club, subject,
''The State's Interest In Road Improvement."
April 9—Easter sale by Congregational Wo
man's Association.
April 18 (7.15 p. m.)—Address by Kenneth
C. M. Sills, President of Bowdoin CoNqge, be
fore the Woman’s Educational Club.
April 25—Animated advertising assembly at
the Arcade, auspices the Chapin Class.
April 20—Easter Sunday.
June 16—Primary elections.
June 24—Democratic National Conventioa
meets In New York.

HALLOWELL HIGH GIRLS
Claiming Everything in Sight

ARCADE, FRIDAY NIGHT, 8 O’CLOCK
"

CMON UP!

a

Get-to-gether At Temple Hall
Tomorrow Night Will Be
Informal But Jolly.

3 Lots of Cretonnes

F, J

SPECIALS THIS WEEK
—AT—

HUSTON-TUTTIE BOOK 00.
STATIONERY
COPY PAPER

WATERMAN’S INK

CARBON PAPER

SHELF PAPER
SCRATCH PADS

Men’s Black Hip, sizes 6-11 ..............................$7.00
Men’s Black Sporting, sizes 6-11......................
7.00
Men’s Black Storm King, sizes 6-11 ............... 5.50
Men’s Brown Storm King, sizes 6-11 .......... 5.50
Men’s Brown Short, sizes 6-11 ......................
4.50
Boys’ BroWn Storm King, sizes 3-6............... 4.50
Youths’ Brown Storm King, sizes 9-2............
3.50
Boys’ Black Storm King, sizes 3-6............... 4.00
Youths’ Black Storm King, sizes 9-2............
3.00
Women’s Short Black, sizes 3-8......................
2.75
Misses’ Short Black, sizes 11-2 ..................... 2.50
Children’s Storm King Black, sizes 6-10^2 • • 2.50
Children’s Short Black, sizes 6-10J/^............
1.98

ROCKLAND RUBBER COMPANY
Distributors for Goodrich, Hipress and Straightline Rubber Footwear
MAIL ORDERS SENT POSTPAID
440 MAIN STREET, - • - ROCKLAND

MARCH

FRIDAY,

MASQUERADE BALL, R. V. F. A.

- HIPRBSS

SIMONTON COMPANY

SUFFER AND DANCE

DANCE

GOODRICH RUBBER BOOTS

s

SALE

STOCK TAKING

AFTER

ICE

At the Owls Head annual town
meeting, to be held at the Town Hall,
March 17, a dinner of baked beans,
pressed ham and escalloped potatoes
will be served. Price 25 cents.
T3I-S33.

ONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE

412 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
The Republicans will have with the
Rockland Republican Club tomorrow
night an Informal get-to-gether in
Temple bull at 6.15 o’clock, starting off
with one of the famous Eastern Star
Special Low Price in Every Department
suppers. Th6 plans call for a Jolly
good time, with freedom front con
CARTRIDGE SILK IN PLAIN COLORS
straint as the keynote. There will be
a short snappy program with a num
36 inches wide, per yard.................................................................................
59c
ber of Informal speechis. W. O. Fuller
50c
value
for
.............................
29c
will preside.
The Mayor, the board of aidernten
75c value for............................. 39c
and the members ot the school commit
$
1.00 value for.......................... 49c
tee, together with the retiring Mayor
will be special guests. Only a limited
NEW
SPRING
GOODS
number of tickets are available so it
tyeal
Normandy
Voiles,
Gaze
Marvel,
Real
Japanese
Crepe, Silk Striped Satine,
behooves everybody to get his and
Ids wife’s ticket early. This is an af
Cotton Plisse, Silk Plisse
fair for men and women, any good
citizen being welcome. The general
WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION
committee comprises J. M. Richardson,
Mrs. <43sther Bird and R. I. Thompson.
Clarence (Jerry) Whitney is super
vising the sale of tickets. Mis. W. O.
Fuller it attending to the program,
Mrs. Minnie Cobb is responsible for
decorations, and Luke S. Davis is in
charge of haJl arrangements.
The program in part will consist of
Our Ignorance, with thought
two-mtnute speeches on “A Twelve
lessness combined, is the mother
Cylinder Republican Club,” Col. Walter
of disease and accidents.
H. Butler; “Our Most Important Prod
Rockland Red Cross.
uct," F. S. Rhodes;” “City Organiza
tion," John M. Richardson; “Busimss
GRANGE HALL.—SOUTH THOMASTON
iiinranmii
Interests and Republicanism,” George
1855
1924
B. Wood: “Schools," Mrs. Ruth A.
•^Memorials^
Eilingwood; “Future of tlie Republi
can Ciub,” Rodney I. Thompson; "The
Supper 5.30-8.00.
Smalley’s Orchestra
Which of the Whyneas," Justin L.
E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
Cross; "That County Election," G. H.
Proceeds for tho Benefit of Knox Lodge Building.
Blethen. “Law and Order,” Judge F.
WALDOBORO, ME.
SUPPER AND DANCE
B. Miller; "Political Secrets of a De
32-33
cade,” F. A. Winslow; “Woman’s
Place in Citizenship," Mrs. Mary Perry
Rich; "The Difference Between War
BORN
WithIngton—Rockland, March 8, to Mr. and
“MA BELLE” A BEAUTY
and Politics,’’ M. M. Griffin; “Mem
The closing of the special meetings
Mrs. Reginald Withlngton, a son.
ories," ex-Mayor Brown; “How It
carried on the past fortnight at the
Smith- Kockiand. at Silsby Maternity Hos
Feels to be Mayor," Mayor Carlton F. Rockland's Newest Business Establish First Baptist church made an eventful pital. March 7. 'to Capt. and Mrs. William
Smith,
a daughter, weight 9 1-2 pounds.
ment Is Opened To the Public.
Snow.
Small Kockiand, March 8, to Mr. and Mrs.
day of Sunday, the services of morn
A genuine surprise is to be looked for
Alvin Small, a sun.
’ My, but i am tired !’’ said Miss Ila- ing, afternoon and evening- being
in one of the specialties, it is also
rumored that George Roberts will sing. belle Brown of tlie Ma Belie Beauty marked by large attendance and sus
MARRIED
Sawyer-Heald—Lincolnville Center, Feb. 26,
Shoppe as she wan showing a Courier- tained interest in Dr. Stair’s vigorous
by Rev. H. I. Holt, Percival Ansel Sawyer of
Rioekland Encampment will have Gazette reporter through the city's
and straightforward addresses.
The Camden and Doris King, daughter of Mr. and
work in the Golden Rule degree Wed newest business establishment yester
Mrs. David Heald of Lincolnville.
meeting at night saw the house
Hittt-Douglass - Waldoboro, March 5, Verne
day afternoon. A steady stream of
nesday night.
puked.
The final invitation to as A. Halt end Miss Inez Douglass, both of Wal
visitors had been inspecting the shoppe
doboro.
sociate with the Christian life wns
Knox Lodge I. O. O. F., will hold a all day and one and all agreed that it
well ruspnde'd to, .‘bringing the num
drill meeting on the first degree was a Jewel. A window full of flowers ber to a. total oif 117 persons, young and
DIED
Carter- Rockland, March 10. John J. Carter,
attested the good wishes accorded the old who by publie act and the signing
Thursday night at 8 o'clocjt.

Fourteen of the 17 cars which were
ENVELOPES
damaged in the recent Sea View Ga
rage fire, were sold at auction Satur
day at prices ranging from $75 to
$900. The top' price was paid lor air
Lawrence Dow of Portland spent
Miss Helen Sprague, who has been
Oakland sedan.
employed as stenographer in II. L. Sunday in Rockland.
Withee's law office, ie now with H/ C.
|Mrs. Leontine Power, whose place Moran & Oo.
There will be a Joint meeting of the
on Tillson avenue was successfully
Standard Bearers Society with the
raided by the sheriffs last Friday, was
4n interesting real estate announce Missionary Society in the Methodist
not to be found whep the hour for her ment this morning is the sale of the vestry Thursday evening
Supper
trial came Saturday. She has not Virgie F. Studley residence on Masonic will 'be served at 6 o'clock. AH Stand
beet, apprehended.
street to Homer E. Robinson, vice ard Bearers are invited.
president of the Rockland National
Esten W. Porter of New York ar
Mrs. Freeda Hahn, who has been at feank, who will reside there. The deal
her home the past fortnight, has re was made through R. U. Collins’ real rived here Saturday, called by the ill
sumed her duties as matron at the
ness of his daughter in Camden. Her
estate agency.
i
condition has so far Improved .that he
Home for Aged Women. Mrs. Mary'
was able to return yesterday.
A
Adams who has had charge there dur
Political rumors on the Btreet yes
ing Mrs. Hahn's illness is at the home terday said that Harrison P. MacAl close observer of the national polit
of her sister, Mrs. Ephnaim Perry, Mav man would he a candidate for clerk of ical situation Mr. Porter sees the
The Knox County Amateur Wireless
nomination of Coolidge by the Republi
erick street.
courts on the Democratic ticket. His
cans And looks for a dark horse by the C'ub will hold a meeting in O. E.
primary papers bad not made their
Davies store Tuesday at 7.30. There
There hasn’t been much water so ifar appearance yesterday. Mr. MacAlman Democrats.
•
____
will be a paper on “Receivers.”
this winter but what did come got is an ex-service mad, active in Wins
Sidney A. McTaggart, formerly a
into the New England Telephone Co.’s low-Holbrook Post and Battery G.
There is a general exodus of local
Maine Central employe in this city,
cable on Limerock street, and put
who i(rr the past five years has served automobile men this week with the
many phones out of commission. Ca
Much wonder was caused Monday as auditor of agencies for the Maine great Boston uuto show as the mecca.
ble experts came from Bath yesterday
evening when W. B. tppWart, one of the Central Railroad has been appointed Every garage and salesroom is repre
to assist the local crew and the lines
valued men assistant comptroller to succeed Frank sented.
American Expresj>
are again busy.
,
orton were seen A. Walsh, resigned.
and Capt. .Gforge "
He has been
9
in bearing a huge With the Maine Central for 22 years.
Nilo Spear, who is in the employ of
The evidence in Municipal Court coming through Wa
ist
an
extra
fare
—
For 16 of these he was in the station the Lawrences at Cecoanut Grove, Fla.,
yesterday forenoon did not satisfy box so large that it
Judge Miller that Alvin Webster was on the trolley car. The excitement in service as agent, telegrapher and this winter, sent! his mother, M>rs.
During this period Alice Spear, a very interesting sou
owner cf the gallon of alcohol seized creased to such’ ah" extent that a freight cashier.
at the tire on Tillson avenue Friday “Scotland Yarder" got busy and fer he has become widely known among venir in the form of a large box of
night, and he was discharged. “Mr. reted out the fact that they had been railroad men and the traveling public. fine grapefruit, received yesterday.
Webster says it isn’.t his alcohol.’* re Ashing and the exprgjj man was bear In March, 1968, Mr. McTaggart en
The B. & P. W. Ciub auction party
marked Judge Miner, “consequently it ing home to his friends 10 large pick tered the accounting department and
which was scheduled for Wednesday
must be an orphan." It was apparent erel. It was also discovered that dur become traveling auditor. From 1914
from the expression of the spectators ing the time there was a "spring to 1918 he was station accountant und evening, March 12. has been postponed
from 1918 on until the present time until the following Wednesday, on ac
that quite a number at them would plunge” into the pond.
he has been auditor of agencies.
Mr. count of the dance which the club is
have been pleased to adopt the orphan.
Writes a Northend woman: "How Mcfr.lggnrt is married and has a holding in Temple hall Thursday
evening March 13.
Following the Circle supper at the ever stormy or cold without, as one daughter, Eleanor, who is a graduate
I’niversalist .church tomorrow evening walks along Main street, .it is refresh of Deering High School, and is now a
The Woman'; Foreign Missionary
The
there will be an address by Rev. Ham ing to see plants and flowers in the student at Wheaton Seminary.
ilton J. Fleming of South Portland, window of any store or place of busi Rockland friends of this family are Society and Standard Bearers will ob
serve Founders’ Day at the Methodist
Of course one expects to see immensely pleased at the news.
pastor of the Bethany Congregational ness.
church Thursday. Business meeting at
church, who will speak on “Trail them displayed in regular flowerDebating will be high line in Knox 5 30; supper at 6 o'clock. Mrs. Lurvey
Blazer.” It is hoped that many will shops, but, there Is one place, at 'the
In the afternoon will have charge t>f the supper and
take advantage of hearing this splen Northend where plants may be seen county Friday.
did speaker. He comes here under the all the year around— the shoe re teams representing Camden and Rock after dinner speAefies. Memhers arc
auspices of the Evening Express lec pairing shop of Mr. Leo, who has a real land will clash in the Rockland High asked to take in their mite boxes. A
ture Bureau of Portland, through which window garden, which he has kept up Assembly hall on the issue of the program is arranged for the evening,
There arg al League of Nations.
The Rockland Including a pageant by the society en
agency a community is able to hear for a number of years.
discourses on up-to-date questions by ways several pots of plants, and team will comprise Herbert Prescott titled, "A Trip to I'aehucu." A pleas
men amply qualified to discuss them. usually they are in bloom, but if not and Wilbur Frohock with Thayer Kim ant evening is assured.
the green foliage lends color to the ball as alternate.
Camden High will
Schooner Willialn Bisbee is being
"The Fta3t of the Little Lanterns,” otherwise grayness of the atmosphere send down Misses Hazel Lunt and
Sometimes it Louise Wentworth with Doris Quinn broken out of winter quarters at
the Chinese operetta by Paul Bliss, and attracts the eye.
Mias Rita Smith of Shooter’s Island. New York, under tiie
will be given by the Rockport Girls’ is the drooping fuchsia, at others, the as alternate.
Glee Club Friday evening of thia week flowering begonia or perhaps a red Thomaston. Principal R. A. Burns of direction of Capt. A. B. Norton and
carnation
or
the
profusely
flowering
Rockport and Supt. F. D. Rowe of Cook, Seth Wee I. Tlie Bisbe? is com
at 8.15 at Oleitcpve Grange hall under
At present a tail calla lily Warren will act as Judges. The de ing East with coal, thence to Rockland
direction of Mrs. W. H. Sanborn, the patens.
In the evening Hav- where she will make a “fresh” start
costumes designed by the school art lifts its stately head and bids the pas bate is public.
department. The performance is for serby to pause and admire its beauty.” enor Cassens and Abram Fein, rep with a new captain. From Rockland
resenting Rockland will debate Ramos the Bisbee will proceed to Great Sal
the benefit of the Rockport school
There will lie a dance at Odd Fellows Feehan anti Miiss Georgia Wiley in mon River. N. li. to load spruce laths
music fund. A specially interesting
feature is some real Chinese costumes hail Friday, March 14. Music by the Thomaston on the same question. for New York or a Sound port.—
loaned by Mrs. Ella Grimes who has Lodge 8-piece orchestra. Modern and These debates are in the Bates series.
Schooner Wawenock was ready today
The last appearance of the Rockland to sail for St. Martin, N. B. to load
recently returned from China. Tho old-fashioned dances. Let your feet
High School boys’ basketball 'team laths for New York or a Sound port
following young ladies will play prin lead you to a good time.—adv.
will be made Friday night when they Capt. Pettigrove is in command—
cipal parts Marion Vpham, Mar) ------------------------------ (-------------------meet Searsport High, champions of Schooner Heive'ia. Outhouse, is on her
Brann, Helen Clancy, Rita Packard and
Waldo county.
Everybody will want way up the coast from l’alatka, with
Isabelle Perry.
WITHINGTON
to cheer this plucky quintet to tv fare- 504,000 feet of cypress. Thence she
ye-well in Its final game.
The girls will proceed possibly to Charleston, S.
The State highway commission has
take on the famous Hallowell High C„ to load dry boards.
designated as route No. 1 the highway
from Portland to Bangor, through
Commence Delivery
Brunswick, Hath, Damariscotta, Rock
APRIL lit
St. Patrick’s Day
E. J. Brewer—Paper hanging and
land, Camden, Belfast and Hampden.
31*86
ceiling work. Tel. 14.
TELEPHONE 155J
This is known ns the “shore route,”
nnd for many years to tourists as the
“Atlantic highway.” A controversy of
long standing is closed iby this action.
Given by the B. & P. Womens Club
About a year ago the commission des
TEMPLE HALL
ignated the highway from Portland to
FRIDAY EVENING, MARCH 14,1924
Bangor, via Lewiston, Winthrop. Bel
THURSDAY
EVG. MAR. 13
grade, Waterville and Newport, as
Music by Marston’s Orchestra
route No. 1, but a protest came from
Tickets
^0c
Tickets, Gentlemen 50 Cents
Ladies 25 Cents
the residents of coast towns to whom
MUSIC BY MARSTON
Entertainment before the dance by John Dan Shepard and hia troupe.
a hearing was given last fall. Rockland
30-32
will not omit to applaud the part its
Chamber of Commerce played in arous
■IBIES
IBIiilB
ing a public/protest that has resulted
In this happy and Just reversal on the
part of the highway commission.
"What thrill is there in catching a
cooked Ash?" is the somewhat pe
culiar question which has been ad
dressed to The CouiTer-OaZette. The
it.an who wants to know is Harry A.
Daniels of Miami and Matinicus, who
sends us from the Florida resort clip
pings which refer to the catching of
cooked herring at Halibut Cove, Alas
ka, and quantities of cooked eels, seabass, etc., which came to the surface
of Iiake Lucrin near the north shore
oftheGulfof Naples. Authorities pro
hibited the collection of the Lake Lu
crin fish for fear they had been poi
soned by an eruption of gases. Mr.
Daniels is so much of a fisherman that
his clothing fairly bristles with fish
hooks, but catching ’em cooked is
something he never bargained on. If
he did Indulge in that sport, and they
were pan fish presumably he would
use a spider for a fly.

Page Three

DANCE
By the

Bay View Society

proprietress.

The Ma Relic is comfortably li cateel
in the seconel northerly store of Sal
vation Army block. The street side
is devoted to a dainty reception room
with reed furniture done in pearl gray,
and a screen of Terry cloth In delicate i
shades cuts off the work room.
Four commodious booths separated
by sliding screens comprise the work
shop. All the' equipment is new, all in
white enamel anel nickel and all up to
tlie minute. The' reporter’s attention;
was particularly attracted by the
Radio Beil," a violet ray light de
signed to work tlie creams and lotions
nto the skin without injury or manip
ulation, Another peculiar adaptation
of the violet ray is iu the Shelton ray,}
vibrating comb arrangement which
Miss Brown proved to be very ef
fective . The “bobbing” booth ■ pos
sessed a feminized barber chair and a
great assortment of shining tools of
(he craft. The shampooing booth will
prove a revelation. The whole estab
lishment is pleasing and wiil prove a
happy surprise to local and summer
sidents alike.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
LADIES 17c; MEN, 39c

HOT DOGS AND ICE CREAM

Chinese Operetta
FEAST OF THE

LITTLE

LANTERNS

AT GLENCOVE GRANGE HALL

PERSONAL CARD

My mother (Mary E. Haley of Boca Granda,
Fla.) reaches her 66th birthday April lat. A
shower hy letters and postcards from her oldtime friends would make her very happy.
Will you all surprise her?
Florence Haley Cowie.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our heartfelt apprecia
tion for the many kindnesses extended to us
In our bereavement.
Especially to Reliance
Lodge, F. & A. M., Juanita Chapter, 0. E. S.,
and Mr. and Mrs. John Jordan.
Mrs. Roscoe Gross, James Gross,
A. Brown and family.
Stonington, Mar. 8, 1924.

Mr.

Make Your Product a Standard
In This Community.
We
Will Carry Your Message
Into Every Home

IB

AT INGRAHAM

The Know How Club met at the i
schoolhouse on Feb. 15 and cut and i
planned aprons.
Feb. 29 they met '
with Mrs. Walter Martin and after the
usual business meeting 'the girls took j
notes on "Development ’otf Textile.” '
About 15 minutes ef tiie time was glv- ;
en up to physical exercises, followed
by work on aprons.
A light lunch
was then served after which 'the girls
played games.
M•» r. li 7 the club met
with Mrs. Janus CuVirs, transaeted
business meeting, hid physical exer
ciser f ir about 20 minut s, then n tes
on ‘‘Spinning—eirly dwelt, pment” were
taken. All of these notes are commit
ted to memory by the club and ques
tions are asked by the president.
Some 'of 'the girls have finished their
appor.s.
A cup towel has been com
pleted and bidders are being made.
The g'ir'ls are planning fi.r a f.iir in the
future, also cook ’d food sales.
Re
freshments were served and Ihe girls
had a very enjoyable, evening.

CARO OF THANKS

______________________________ -U.
♦ W4-I !■ 1 l-i-i-M-t 1 l -t H 4 I I I l

■ V7^\I0GENES Looked For an
: 11 )) Honest Man. If He Had
■ ’ j Gy gecn Wise Enough to
Advertise He Could
Have Sit Still and Waited For
Honest Men to Came to Him.
1

I

I 11
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I-l I
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Boys’ Storm Kings. $4.GO value
.Now $2.98
Youths Storm Kings, $3.25 Value .... Now $2.49
Womens’ Storm Kings, Value $3.90 . . . .Now $2.89
Misses Storm Kings, $3.45 Value............ Now $2.49
Childs Storm Kings, $2.75 Value............ Now $2.19

MILLER’S SHOE STORE
436 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

The new Overland Champion is an
entirely new kind of closed car.
Removable rear seat and upholstery—
big carrying space useful to merchants,
salesmen, farmers. Both seats adjust
backward and forward—comfort for
tall and short people. A business car,
family car and camping car — in one!
Seats make into a full-size bed in the
car—your own hotel on wheels. Big
power. Big reliability. Touring $495*
Sedan $795, f. o. b. Toledo.

'

i-

••
i:
;]
••
;
1

Know the tremendous puli

ng power of Courier-Gazette
The charge for publishing^ <’ir.I nf Thank?
ia 50 cents, cash to accompany the urd.r.
i
."

CLEARANCE SALE ON RUBBER BOOTS

Economy Car

CARD OF THANKS
We wish In think our neighbors and fricndi
for Ihclr many lets of kin loess und syuipjilliy
during our recent brreai tint ill; also for the]
beautiful Moral tributes.
.1. A. Richards and family.
Thoinuslon, March il.
*

••

It is desired In this way to express heartfelt
appreciation to those friends who In many
ways lent sympathy and help and contributed
flowers In connection with the death and burial
of Mrs. Ella Bra.v.
Beulah B. Stewart and Helen Bray.
Vlnalhaven, March 10.
31*

Champion

HIL

and

Mrs. George

Mr. Merchant—

(For The Ccurlcr-Cazeftc)
F*our fathoms and swell and wind astern?” lg
Mv Cod no help I hear the breaker! pound:
‘The anchors drag? The greater cable's
parted?"
O God consider! Wc arc deathward bound.
No God in heaven?” Man! what comfort
that? .
We know the iff 1|> Is lost, but v.hat of me aud
thee?
IB
Shall twenty feet of sally brine
Forever drown that sou! of thine?
lay, Comrade. I’ve sailed the trackless ;:e.i
with thee,
And manyufhe gate we’ve fought together.
Me and thee;
But the gale we fight tonight, my lad,
Is both the roughest ga.e, and the hardest
fight we’ve had.
“To late,” you say, ah, no, my lad,
.lust hold her hard to port, and with firm hands
Stand by and hold her up. my hoy.
Remember, he who makes the port, obeys com
mands.
I see the harbor lights, my lad,
And the channel’s clear.
Help!” Is your cry? Ay. Pilot lend a hand;
Sou know the course. You take command,
.lust bring this hoy and me to heaven s land
Oscar Willey.
Rockland, March 6.

9944

^1. <V

aged 44 years. 2 months, 16 days.
Masonic
funeral Friday 2 p. ni. from home 5 Fulton
street.
Mathews—Union, March 10, William J.
Mathews, aged 83 years, 1 month, 1 day.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock.
Grlndle—Vlnalhaven, March
8, Charles
Grlndle.
Kray—Auburndale, Mass., March 6, Ella,
widow of David Kray, formerly of Vlnalhaven.
Ames—Yinalhaven, March 6, Jennie (Spear),
wife of Harvgy Ames, aged 55 years.

THE RESCUE

MARCH 14
<*15 P. M.
Presented by
ROCKPORT HIGH SCHOOL
GLEE CLUB
Direction Mrs. W. H. Sanborn
Art Work Mrs. Adriel Bird

14

of cards signified a definite purpose.
The total collection taken as a free
will offering to l>r. Stair amounted to
$513.53, and the additional contribu
tions, .covering the expenses of the
two-weeks campaign, $159.03,* a total
of $672.56. rPhe church feels that in the
prospective additions of members and
the increasing general interest of its
organization, the meetings have more
than justified the labor and financial
cost. Dr. Stair left by Monday morn
ing train enroute to his home 1n Utica,
N. Y„ for a brief stay, following which
he is to take part in a great revival
campaign staged by the Y. M. C. A.
in Chicago.
lie returns to Knox
County in June for special meetings
at North. Haven, and at Camden in.
September.

: : At I :
TOWN HALL, OWL’S HEAD

+

George M. Simmons
ROCKLAND AGENT

23 Tillson Avenue.

Tel. 4W

d .1 .
I. ■ ■ camlug aummer.
The Georges River Mills, manufac
turers of woolen goods, under the ab’.o
management of an esteemed citizen.
George W. Walker, has always done a
good business, and has been known
to run steady, even during the hardest
times when many other mills were idle.
Warren has many lodges—Masons,
Eastern Star. Odd Fellows. Rebekahs,
Knights of Pythias. Pythian Sisters,
Grange, G. A. R. Auxiliary and two fine
churches, good schools and good roads,
public library, bank.
r,
• • • •
Last October the Newman block
changed hands and the purchaser de
cided to get some new business in
stalledThe result is that they have
The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.,
store doing a first class business under
the sole management of Otis W. Ellis.
Willis Vinal, who for the past few
years has conducted a confectionery
and Ice cream parlor, has sold to
George Gardiner of Thomaston, who
will open about April first an tip to
the minute drug store.
Success is
assured for him.
Mr. Vinal
will
start a wholesale ice cream manufac
turing plant in the near future and
make the final's famous ices.
Mrs.
Clara Lermond who opened a restau
rant and home cooking store at the
bridge end is doing a hustling busi
ness.
Silas Watts, who operates the
'"land and Warren express, is ren.
lling the Vinal block on Mechanic
street and has fitted it up as a first
class eating house.
Such a fine place
certainly deserves patronage and will
get It.
The Warren Garage owned
by Starrett & Batchelder will be paint
ed soon by one of Warren’s foremost
painters, Ralph Spear.
The town
voted at its annual meeting Mondaylast to paint and repair the town hall
and to build a State road through the
village.
As the town is nearly out
of debt tax reductions will be in order
Boon.
• • • •
H. G- Starrett, who has successfully
carried on Starrett’s Dry Goods busi
ness is reported to be leaving town
this spring and his business may
change hands.
Charles Hysler re
cently bought Pelley's store at Han
ley’s Corner, and all wish him success
in the grccery business. P. D. Starrett
conducts a grocery business in the
Masonic block stores.
He does a big
grocery business and quality consid
ered you cannot do better than patron
ize Peter.
Henry W. Starrett conducts a fine
news stand and that is where the
Warrenites get their smokes.
Last
but not least we have the greatest
alewive fisheries on the coast.
Dur
ing May and June many tourists mo
tor here to see them dip the shining
fish from the river by the thousands.
These fish are very palatable and
might be canned and make another in
dustry.
Warren is strictly all-Amer
ican and all Americans find a ready
welcome.
Everybody says:
“Isn’t
Warren booming?” "I’ll say it is."
Boom all Maine towns the coming year.
Optimist.
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This new kind of laundry soap

dissolves instantly!
Makes the water in your tubs “soap-sudsy” all through—

Soaks dirt out—saves you the hard work of rubbing
A

new soap

that spares you the hardest

work of washday!

F. E.

TO RELIEVE

BROtaiCOLD
M?nttnnwHg5ASTnnA nEPicwt

Becaus

Rinso

dissolves

completely

you

That soaks dirt out in its rich soap-suds!
You no longer have to rub soap on your

clothes to get them soapy and you don’t have

sticking to garments and turning them

with bar soap.
XXX

You GET a good clear rinse that absolutely floats off

Cleansing Rinso

all the soapy solution—your clothes are cleaner than
ever and with so much less labor!

suds

the

gently dissolve the

inmost fibers of the

clothes you put to soak.

Apex
Bluebird
Coffield
Gainaday
Getz
Horton

yellow under the iron, as so often happens

to rub the soapy clothes to get them clean.

dirt from even

Sixteen leading washing machine makers say:
“Use Rinso in your machine”

cannot possibly have any bits of soap left

The only soap you need for the Monday wash is—
just Rinso. You soak vzith it, boil with it, use it in

need a little dry Rinso sprinkled on
them and a light rubbing between

your fingers. Then you rinse it all

thoroughly and the loosened dirt is

Laun-Dry-Ette
Lincoln
Meadows
“1900” Cataract

One Minute
Poole

Rotarex
Savage
Sunnysuds
Sunbeam
Surf-Action

your washing machine. You don’t have to bother
with bar soap or washing powders any more.

Only the specially dirty places like

cuff-edges, neckbands, seats of rompers,

Mathews, Willi-m Kubinson, W. E.
Spear, A'.vah Simmons, George Wal
ker, Robert' Walker, Sidney Copeland,
F. D. Rowe, George Newcomb, Samuel
Fuller, Chester B. Hall, and Harry
Robinson attended the meeting of the
Masonic Council in Rockland Friday
evening.
Maurice Watts, Roger Teague and
Olive Teague are confined to the house
with mumps.
Charles R. Copeland went Monday to
Massachusetts where he will be the
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Harry Chase in
Newton Center for a fortnight. Mrs.
Overlock and daughter Jeanette will
visit Mrs. A. C. Peabody for a few
days.
A fire which caused much excite
ment but relatively small damage oc
curred Saturday between 3 and 4 p.
m.. at the home of Chester Castner
in one of the Georges River Mill tene
ments. All damages by the fire itself
was confined to an upper sleeping
room and It was found necessary to
tear out one partition that all
smouldering
fire
might be fully
checked. To the fact that no draft fed
the flame is credited the long smoulding and the queer way in which It
burnt. The chemical was called out
and a crew of volunteer firemen were
on hand to lend needed help.
Mrs. Aubrey Heald of Camden was
he guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E.
,son,
itnary to the repart in circulation
last week concerning the recovery of
G. B. llanly who is receiving treat
ment in the Bay State Hospital, Bos
ton, comes word that he is making
unusual progress for one who has un
dergone as much and hope is held out
by his doctors that he will he able in
two weeks to return home.
iLittle Miss Edith French has been

i

New in form—a complete soap—with greater cleansing power than bar soap , , Yet immediately soluble!

Manufacturers of Famous Fabrics say: “Rinso saves the

clothes because it soaks dirt out, rinses easily and there is
no hard rubbing to wear out the fabric.”

Wamsutta Percale Sheets • Van Heusen Collars
Fruit of the Loom Fabrics • Boott Toweling

carried away.

The largest soap-makers in the world — the
makers of Lux—make Rinso. Try Rinso today
—use enough to get big lasting suds after the
clothes have been put in, and see for yourself
how easily this new kind of laundry soap gets
your clothes snowy white.
•

At all grocers — regular size and big new
package. Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.

vr Soakin
CW

whichever way you do your wash—rinso is the only soap you need
the guest of her grandmother, Mrs.
Henrietta French the past week.
K. T. Payson leaves this week for
Boston where he will attend the auto
mobile show.
Mrs. C. W. McKeller who has been
ill, is Improving daily.

Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Spear at South Warren.

F. Li Teague will spend several
days in North Waldoboro tiiis week
ns the guest of his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. W. F. Teague while overseeing
the getting out of some lumber there.
Mr, and Mrs. Maynard Brennan of
South W.’UTen were Sunday guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Melbourne Spear.
Mrs. Lillian Simmons and daughter
Marguerite were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jethro Simmons and Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Wyman in Camden Sun
day.
Tile Ladies’ Circle of the Congrega
tional church gives its monthly supper
next Thursday at 6 o'clock with Mrs.
S. A. Watts, Mrs. Dona Smith, Mrs.
H. V. Starrett and Mrs. George Newbert as housekeepers.

The Millsyde Lunch, S. A. Watts
proprietor, opened Monday on Factory
street with an old-fashioned boiled
dinner as its principal offering at
neon.
Mr. Watts, who will cater
especially to the mill and shop work
ers, is wished much success in his new
venture.
Misses Marguerite Simmons and
Frances Moore spent a day last week
in Thomaston, guests of Mrs. Ernest
Jones.
•An electric drill and an electric
valve grinder have been added recent
Those small ads in The Courierly to the equipment of Warren Ga Gazette are read by every body. That
rage.
is why they are »o popular and
Mr. and Mrs. Addison Oliver were effective.

tion. Mr. M Ouaidee l as been forced
| to take • month’3 vacation through
j illness and his recovery is welcomed
Mr. and Mrs. William O. Rood went , by his many friends in both church
to New York Thursday.
• and parish.
Herman Kuhn has gone to Green
|
Venn Arnold Hatt and Miss Inez
wich, Conn.
| Douglas- were united in marriage at
‘Mrs. Katherine Howell has returned
the Methodist parson:’ge Wednesday
from Boston.
Joseph B. W. It was in Bath, Thurs evening, March 5. Both are popular
young people and have the best wishes
day.
Mrs. Henry I*. Mason has returned of every one in the community.
The Woman’s Club are giving a Sil
from Boston.
•Mrs. Fred N. Oliver and Mrs. Harold ver Tea at the Library Friday afterneon. The affair is in charge of Mrs.
perry were in Buckland Friday.
At a reetn meeting of the Book Harold K. Smith who is chairman of
Committee of the Library a splendid the entertainment committee for the
list of books was selected for purchas library. She will be assisted by Mrs.
ing with the inti-rest of the Charles D. B. Mayo and Mrs. W. A. White.
C’. Lilly memorial fund. These books Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. J. T. Gay
embrace recent biographies, non-fic will pour. It is hoped that every one
tion and fiction including several fine will come and assist in the good work.
Any contribution in silver will be wel
books for girls.
The return of Key. Guy McQualdee come although there will be no speci
io the Baptist chtfrch Sunday was fied charge for the refreshments. This
greeted with an enthusiastic congrega is the first of a series of entertain

WALDOBORO

ments to be givt*n for the benefit of
the library.
Tonight will be a great, night at the
Star Theatre. Glorious Gloria Swanran will be seen in Allan Dwan’s great
production of “Zaza.” This is a sub
ject Miss Swanson has long wished
to portray. She has put her heart and
soul into the lavish, spectacular and
appealing production that has made
new hir’tery for her. The supporting
east includes such artists as H. B.
Warner, Ferdinand Gotts balk, Lucille
La Verne. Mary Thurman. Riley Hatch,
Roger Lytton and Ivan Linow. “Zaza”
is a marvellous characterization that
marks Miss Swanson’s real genius.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tbs F»m»u« Sheet Mjllc yoa >M «dv,rtited In (II the toad.ni maguinei. Over
2200 Mlectlont—tend for eaUIncut.

MAINE MUSIC CO* Roekknd. Ma

MONHEGAN
Mr. and Mrs. Cortland Brackett and
daughter Natalie, are spending a few
weeks In Friendship, guests of Mrs.
Brackett’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. A.
Murphy.
('apt. and Mrs. Leslie Davis are vis*
Iting friends In Portland this week.
Mrs. Loriee Nicholson was In Boothbay Harbor Thursday.
The Willing Workers met Thursday
afternoon with Mrs. Walter Davis.
W. S. Stanley was in Boothbay Har
bor a few days last week.
Manville Davis was In Boothbay
Thursday and Friday.
Fred Osgood visited friends at Pemaquld Point last week.

Know the tremendous pull
ing power of Courier*Gazetn
ads.
_

COWS TO BE TESTED
Something New In Dairy Line
For Knox County—Four
Towns Organized.
At several of the planning meetings
a number of the communities were in
terested in the Know Your Cow pro
ject.
This is something new in the
dairy line.
It takes the place of the
old cow testing circle. In the testing
circle the farmer was Instructed in
testing by the county agent, this farm
er to do the testing for the commu
nity.
This did not, h< wever, prove
satisfactory, and no definite remits
were obtained.
Under the new plan where there
are 10 men who wish to have their
cows tested, the county agent will be
In that community three times during
the year to test.
The weights of the
night and morning milk from the dif
ferent cows is to he brought in together
with a sample of t'he milk. After the
_o.------ .
Young, North Main street.

/

KIDNEY TROUBLES GONE
SAYS PERLEY BENSON
Well Knovzn Portland Man
, night that I sell! im had my bedroom
Telb cf Recovery After He , slippers off. My appetite was poor
my nerves undone.
I was tired
Had Almcst Given un Hope I and
all the time and looked as worn and
j weary as 1 felt.
—Gives Taniac Credit.
"Tanlac has sr.oY»,l my troubles
under and if they ever bather m. again
1 >1 Just fake n o. e T'a.'ia
s thy
unique Kale rent of Perley Un:; n,
will kn -wn transfer jr.au, lie Ern -unstcr St„ Portland, M».
| ' For thlie years f>a-1 niy kidneys
, worried me so I ndrur knew what u
good night's sleep was.
At linn s my
: back hurt so bail i couldn't stoop over
.and I was up and down s» eftea at

; "I sp iu enough money trying to get
I relief to buy a got d home, but only
gjt w is1, and when I began taking
' Tania- 1 whs almost desperately mis< r Me.
However Tanlac was more
ti an a m .tch for my troubles and I
I. ill r.o.v Jf i line l.tu- a man made over.”
Turin- ;s f t sale by a;: goud drug' girls. Accept no substitute Over 40
Million bottles cold.

Take Ta: la • Vegetable Pills.

Mrs. Doucett of Rockport is caring

Pour towns have already organized,
thus:
Nolileboro: E. G. Creamer. E. A.
Dunbar, I. M. Eugiey, O. H. Rollins, II.
Caombs, J. A. Perkins, T. E. Gc.ithner,
Charles Sidelinger. Otis Benner, C. I!.
Winchvntxiugh and A. Z. Benner.
Total number of cows represented, 6 I.
Somerville: P. S. Whittier. D. J.
Woodbury, S. E. Bartlett. A. A. Bartlett, W. It. Hewett. E. P. Hewett. Cleo
tlartlett. Pred Babb, C. Coaley and B.
Wellman. Total number of cows rep
resented, €2.
West Rockport and Camden: Henry
Kellar. Robert Simmons, Harold Nash,
Ralph Cripps. Guy Annis, Cole Annis,
O. D. Bowers, Willis Young, E. W.
Pendleton, Henry Kontio. Number of
cows represented, 50.
Hope: H. II. Nichols, Herbert Hardy,
C. .1. Grassow, M. B. Hobbs. Wallace
Robbins, Ed. Rolfe, Alden Allen, S. II.
Gillett, Everett Hobbs. James M ,rse.
Number of cows represented, 36.
The county agent's schedule for
March follows:
March 11, Bremen, Adult Poultry
Club, I.nwrence Davis'.
March 13. Cushing, Poultry Manager
Meeting, Town Hal!.
March J4, North Edgecomb, Poultry
Manager Meeting, Edgar Smith’s.
March 18. Union, Orchard Meeting,
. Grange Hall.
March 19, Appleton, Adult Poultry
Club, Grange Hall.
March 21, Rockland, Pruning, A. T.
Clifford's.
March 22, Bristol, Club Work.
March 25, Bunker Hill, Pruning,
Walter Nosh.
March 26, West Aina, Pruning, Otto
Mlete, 9 a. m.
March 26, West Aina, Luther Carney,
1.30 p. m
March 27, Dresden, Pruning, Mrs. A.
Moody.
March 28, Jefferson, Pruning, E. E.
Walton.
March 29, Somerville, Pruning P
Whittier.
I LEARNED ABOUT CHICKENS

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
A great deal has been said in your
columns about smart hens, and brother
WH1 Brewster thinks lie has about the
smartest and quotes scripture to
prove it but "I have got him Skinned
a Mile." I have a flock of two yearl
ing Barred Plymouth Rock hens, seven
May hatched pullets and four pullets
that were hatched in September, 1923.
On March 1 of this present month 13
laid nine eggs; on March 2, eight; cn
March 3, nine; on March 4, eight and
on March 5 thirteen. I have a beau
tiful young cockerel from that Septem
ber hatch so I expect almost any day
now to get 14 eggs.
Who says wo
man's suffrage is a failure with every
hen laying in the flock? If we'wjulil
only let the women 'have a free hand
in politics money would be plenty and
ail branches of business except boot
legging would be running full time
with everybody happy. I think I can
safely quote the Scriptures to prove
my claims for in Matthew 25-29, "For
unto every one that hath shall be
given."
And in Luke 6-38.
"And
it shall be given you; g od measure,
pressed down, and shaken down, and
running over.”
I guess brother
Brewster will admit that my little
flock is going some.
Missionary Willard E. Overlook.
iRazorville, March 6.

RAZORVILLE
Mr. and Mrs, Clarence E. Creamer
of Stickney’s Corner were the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Willard E. Overlook
last week.
Eaferes', E. Hannan has gone to
North Washington to care for ‘his
nephew Fred A. Hannan who Is crit
ically ill with pneumonia.
Miss Irene Hibbert is visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Clarence Hibbert at Wash
ington Mills, for a few weeks.
Mrs. George Hanson and Mrs. Addie
Law of Washington Mills spent Friday
at Herbert Prescott's.
Mrs. Eevi Marr fell Thursday and
was bruised, although no bones were
broken.
Mrs. Abbie Ingalls is visiting her
sister Mrs. C. B. Newhall at Palermo
Center.
Mrs. May I.eigher who has been
visiting relatives and friends in Mas
sachusetts and Connecticut for the
jiast few weeks returned home Wed
nesday.
Winfield Savage has cold his farm
by the side of Medomak Lake, known
as.,the Albion Carroll place to Mrs.
Moore of Somerville, Mass.
Ralph Hibbert is finishing the cham
bers in his house, Harry Kahrmann is
doing the Job.
John W. Overlook of North Waldo
boro was the gaest of Mr. and Mrs.
Wiiltard E. Overlook last week.
. ». ' — ■ -----------------------------------

Double

Double

Package

Scaled

With every tick of the clock the popularity
cf this most Remarkable coffee Increases.
NOW is the “time” to 7RY it.

31

BFfiH S sS K

EBB

NOW

IS THE TIME TO ORDER YOUR

BUCKEYE INCUBATORS
AND BROODERS
• Th; Machines That Give Results

More Chix, Larger Chix. Stronger Chix
THE PLACE TO BUY IS IN

,

THOMASTON

NORTH HAVEN
The Junior Class of the High School
had pictures at Library hall, March 7,
with good attendance. Although the
projection machine caused a little
difficulty at first it was soon remedied
and "His Life for this Country" was
greatly enjoyed.
A Lincoln medal, given by the Illi
nois Watch Company to the student
writing the best essay on the “Life of
Lincoln,” lias recently neen presented
tc Miss Clara Leyonborg. Although
the contest was open to the entire stu
dent body, only three members of the
senior flats competed.
The Judges
were Miss Derniee Clement, Miss Al
bia Oakes and Frank Milan.
The pageant, "For Christ and the
Truth,” wa3 presented to a goodly
number of people Sunday night.
It is indeid hoped that the beaming
mien of "Mr. Sun" will soon spread bis
eh.eiful rays on North Haven. The
snow and gloom is becoming very an
noying and the people are confined
lose'.y to their homes due to bad
walking.
A plcscant evening was en'oyvd by
ihe members oZ the “Thursday Nile
Club” at Lizzie Waterman’s Farm
Clam tfew, coffee and cake were
served at midnight and with the wee
mail hours of morn the hilarious par
ticipants wandered homeward.
Mrr. Frank Waterman, who has been
seriously ill with pneumonia, is now
onvaleseing. She Ji is been under the
care of Dr. Ix'yonliorg.
Emma Parsons spent Friday night
:t the home of Miss A'.ta Caidcrwood.
A. B. C-opcr and family arc visiting
n Boston.
Manv of the students who are away
-t college, 8re expected home for the
Easter vacation soon.
It is Indfed hard to put a good man
down. Before long we will have our
old friend Gov. Bodwell back on her
former route. The boat has been pur
chased by the Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co. and is now undergoing
repairs.
Wednesday evening the Sisterhood
celebrated its 13th anniversary.
A
inc program was enjoyed, after which
ce cream and cake were served.
The members of tile V. H. H. S. class
of 192! are looking forward with eager
anticipation to the graduation excr
ises. The. eight are busily engaged
on their various parts. Valedictory
and salutatory were given out accord
ing to rank while the others were given
out by vote of the class. The pa-ts
ire as follows: Valedictory, Ethel
Dickey: salutatory, Hazel Dickey:
history, Elston Cooper; address to
undergraduates, Una Whitmore: pre
sentation of gifts. Clara Leyonborg;
class prophecy, Evelyn Dyer; class
poem, Gerald Hopkins; class will,
Vita Caidcrwood.
Mrs. Mabel Stonf, who has been
visiting her parents at Fairfield, has
returned home.
Mrs. Arthur Beverage, who has
been undtrgoing an operation at Knox
General Hospital, has returned home.
Miss Addie Carver has been visiting
friends and relatives at the village.
She has now returned to the farm.
Floyd Crockett recently met with so
serious an accident to his foot, that
Dr. Leyonborg was‘compelled to take
several stitches.
Cod
Just
The
God

«nd the doctor
on tile brink
danger passed,
is forgot and

we all adore
of danger—not before.
both alike arc requited.
the doctor slighted.

The ice is ail out of the Thorough
fare and the weir fishermen will soon
be at work on their weirs.
Owen Quinn haas completed his saw
mill as he is doing some sawing. An
other fall he expects to have It
CED ALINE
equipped with a planer and other fix
The new material for Lining your Clothes Closets. It takes the
tures. It will be a fine thing for the
place of cedar chests, protects your good clothes against moths:
town and without doubt he will have
Clothes Reels. Step Ladders, Numetal Weather Strips, Etc., Etc.
all the work he can do.
And n-.any other things too numerous to mention here.
Hanford Webster reports that the
GIVE US A CALL. GLAD TO QUOTE PRICES
ice in the pond is poor and he thinks
not safe for teams. . Leave it to Han
ford to know, ns he has been team
ing on it all winter. Hanford and the
BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
TEL. 124-3.
THOMASTON
company's crew have been hard at
work hauling wood from the Lizzie Gil
IMHHfci lis farm for the Thoroughfare people.
With the rxception of Joseph Cooper,
the one armed man. who has cut 40
or 50 cords of wood for Arthur Bever
age this winter. Elmer Hopkins and
Garnet Thornton are the champion
wood choppers of North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Staples expect to ar
rive home about Ihe first of April.
They report a very pleasant winter, but
their health has not been of the best
They will be pleas'd to get bark to
good old North Haven and North
Haven will be glad to see them again.
A strange covered vehicle having
the number 1492 on it, has been seen
about town of latP. drawn by a large
stock
black horse. Smail children cling to
their mothers and even older ones
stare from windows when It appears
on the street. It was at first thought
\Aut'£ cn f/tc
to be the advance runner of the Ku
Klux Kian, or certain members of it.
but the mystery has been solved. I;
is our new traffic officer’s outfit, Rod
fifty-two
Where
ney Haskell, and woe to the one who
is breaking the traffic Taw when Rod
weeks
the trade
ney comes around.
The correspondent from Waterman's
every
finds
Beach, "C. D. S. G." speaks of the hard
erust on the snow, and how the young
year.
APPLFS
folks and even the older ones enjoy
sliding on their sleds. C. D. S. G. Is a
smart old man. but we are never too
old to learn and C. D. S. G. is behind
the times. The North Haven folks
did not bother with a sled, but took a
tin pan or plate under their arm, and
where there was a chance to slide, set
on the plate and away they went.
The committee reports about 180
people partook of the “Town meeting
dinner." The informal vote taken to
see if the town wanted the selectmen
to appoint Dr. Franz Leyonborg as
INC.
public health officer was a very com
plimentary vote for the doctor, one he
79 North Side
BOSTON,
has the right to be proud of.
Faneip.l Hall Market.
MASS
The following notice for a Repub
lican caucus has been posted:

Where you Save M?r.ey when you 3uy Your Lumber, Atlas Paint,
Oils, Glass, Putty, Windows, Doers, Hardware, Ediscn Portland
Cement, Murphy’s Varnishes, Watatite Spar Varnish, Upson Board,
the best wall board made; Steel Ceilings, Galvanised Iron Gutter
and Conductor, Asphalt and Cedar Shingles, MaploandOak Flooring.

W. J. ROBERTSON

WWNm»S3«HI

A rule of business;
Success comes most
surely to the dealer
who is best prepared
to receive it.
wrniB.C.M.ciaar
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NOTICE OF A REPUBLICAN CAUCUS
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wKti Potter Sales Books. Write our
Service Department for suggestions.
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ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

BANK

ROCKLAND, - - - MAINE

Office Hours—9 to 3
Saturdays 9 to 12

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent •

WALTHAM. MASS.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------

The Itepubiiean voters of the town of North
Haven. Maine, are requeatrd tn meet at Li
brary Hall on Saturday. March 1.1. 1124. at
2 o’clock I'. >!. Io act on the following arti
cles t» wit:
1. To choose a moderator to preside at said
nieetlnc:
2. To choose a secretary:
To choose two (2) delegates and two
alternates ( —) to atteii.l the Repubtleau Htaie
convention, ir, Portland, April 3, 1924.
4 To cl'noae two (21 delegates and two (21
alternates to attend the second district con
vention in Portland. April 3. 1924.
-5.
To choose a Republican Town Commit
tee.
(1. To take up tile matter of a candidate to
tile State Legislature and to act on any other
business that may come before said meeting.
North liaien, Maine. March 7. 1924.
FRANK BEVERAGE.

Chairman Republican Town Committee.

Professional & Business Cards!
H. V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions Etc.
>07
Hi«n. 9 to
2)
Hfllee

ftetio »ce,

MAIN STREET
12 A. M.; I to J P M
Futton Street. Tet. 29a-1
Telennone 4$3-W

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BV APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephone 136

3.. UNION STREIT, ROCKLAND. MAIN!
Graounte of Amnrican School of
Ortaoopathy

VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Arthur Pierce left Saturd*s for!
Portland.
Miss A. L. Randall is in Poston this
week for spring millinery.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Webster enter
tained the "Buddiep,” at their home
Friday evening.
A 6 o’clock supper
was served.
Miss Pauline Ilennigar spent the
wekeend as guest of friends in Rock
land.
Miss Leola Nichols who has been
the guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Joseph Niche-ls, i . turned to Roek'and

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reute»

Friday.
C. F. Grimes has b en in Boston the
past week.

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Headley have
returned from a visit with, tic ir sons
.loseph and George Hendley at Lynn.
Te'eohone 323
3t Summer Si root
Rockin'ns | Mass. En'oute they visited fri.nda in
Portland.
58-tf ,
Ralph Ames of Connecticut .and
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
Harry .Anns,, Jr., of Portland, ar
C. M. WHEELER,D.C. Ph.C rived Thursday, (c.ihd by tiie death cf
their mother, M:s. Harvey Ames.
Chiropractor
Mias Julia Cable-wood entertained
400 MAIN STREET - - RCCKLAND ‘he Kodak Club Tuesday evening. The
G'actuate Palmer School of Cniropraeue
n»xt meeting will be Wednesday of
Office Hours:
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. 10-12, 2*5. 7-> this week with M-s. George Grey.
Tuesdays, Thursdays. 10-12, 2-5
Mrs. Rae Kn.aviton entertained the
Raturdawi 10 17
Tri HRi
Mothers’ Club at lie” home Thursday.
E. W. HODGKINS. M. D Lunch was served.
Mrs. Alice Ar?y entertained Joan cf
OMm*. VINal. BLOCK FHOMAHTCK
Arc Corps < f Girl Reserv. s Wednes
Oftce Hours: • t«> 'S amd t to M P M
day evening ia h< nor of Miss Gcorgi •
Piper, who is leader of that Corps. It
R«atdeor9 until 9 < M and by Aprwetme*
was Miss Pioer’s birthday and .a most
Te’ernoubs • fceetdeute *’-A
njoyable evening was spent. Lunch
W A JOHNS! Or: J«‘G F-ht
eon was served.
JOHNSTONS DRUGSTOR1
M s. Wiibur P ilings recently re
COMPLEX
U.'tUfc
AMD
SUN DRV
turned from a several weeks stay in
LINE.
SPECIAL
ATIEHTIOM
TO
Poston.
PRESCRIP1I0N3
KOOAhH
Ul
VELOPING,
PRINTiMG
AhT
EW
Arthur Hopkins is receiving much
LARGING
enjoyment f om his new radio.
370 Main St.. Rockland Me
Fred Burns has recently installed a
mw radio.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Charles Grindle died at his home
’08 PLEASANT STREET
Stturday evening after a long HIn< ss.
The average rank of the first s< ve.n
PLUMBING
HEATING members
of the senior class. VinalTEL. 244-W.
haven High School, is as follows: Cora
117-rf
Vinal. 91.3: Herbert Cassie, 89.5; L* ah
Arey, 87.7; llei. n (Jar’on. 86: Mildred
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Robertson, 85.8; Rita Greenlrw. 85.5;
Ca: 1 Burgess, 81.2. The class parts for
IrmuTancc
graduation nr :
Valedictory, Cora
Sucruaeot to A J. £rnk>n« 4ft C«.
Vinal; salutatory. Herbert Cassie; his
tory, Lenh Arey: prophecy, Helen
tO
OCCKLANn. MF
Car Ion; will. Rita Greenlaw; ovatfon,
Carl Burgesc; gifts. Louise Hardison;
L. R. CAMPBELL
essay, Alexander Davidson.
An invited dancing party was given
Attorney at L<jw
’aturday night at the Armory by Mrs.
bp«rci«< Attention tc Probata Vattuf.
Winnie Cinyter anti Mrs. Bess Burna.
MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND
Music by Lane’s Orchestra.
Funeral services of Jennie Spear
Ames, wife of Harvey Ames, were held
EDWARD K. GOULD
it the home Sunday at 2 o'clock. Mrs.
Ames was 55 years of age, the daugh
Attorney at L.aw
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Spear of
Monmouth, formerly of Vinalhaven.
"OR TILL ROM »UF
hi'" «
by whin she is survived. Besides her
FRANK H. INGRAHAM husband, she is survived by a daugh
ter, Mrs. Fred Geary cf this town; two
Attorney at Lav
sons, Ralph of Connecticut and Harvey
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRacTICI of Portland, and a sister, Mrs. Calvin
Ames of Monmouth. There were beau
431 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
Telaohonaa—-Offiea 46ft
House 60ft- U tiful floral offerings, silent tributes of
love and esteem. Rev. E. W. Stebbins,
pastor of Union church officiated. In
A. C. MOORE
terment was made in Carver’s ceme-’
tery.
Piano Tuner
The bbdy of Mrs. Ella Bracy who
WITH TUC UUMf Mil«IC CO
died at Auburndale, Mass., Thursday,
was brought here Saturday for burial.
FULL LINE OF
An escort from Ocean Bound Rebekah
Lodge met Steamer Vinalhaven and
COLUMBI A RECORDS
proceeded with th^ remains to Carver’s
cemetery where a commital service
STONINGTON
was held. Rev. K. W. iStebbins officiat
FURNITURE CO
ing. The remains were accompanied
L. MARCUS, 313-318 Main St-Mt
from Auburndale by Mrs.
Bray’s
ROCKLAND. MAINE
daughter-in-law. Mrs. Beulah Stewart
and granddaughter, Miss Helen Bray.
Deceased was the widow of David Bray
and leaves many friends In Vinalhave n
where she lived for several years. Mrs.
How a Rockland Citir.cn Found Free Bray was a woman of pleasing p- rdom. From Kidney Troubles.
sonality and an
active worker
in
If you suffer from backache—
church circles and in the Rebekah
From urinary disorders—
Ledge. Her summer visits to Vinal
Any curable disease of the kidneys,
haven were loooked forward to with
Use a tested kidney remedy.
great pleasure by a large circle of
Doan’s Pills have been tested by friertds and neighbors. There were
thousands.
many floral tributes, which included
Rockland people testify. Ask your
a crescent from Union Church Circle,
neighbor !
a tablet and large bouquet from neigh
Can you ask more convincing proof
bors, also many other tokens from
of mrrit !
Mrs. Geo. I.. Brackett, 77 X. Main St.. Massachusetts. ’The pill bearers were
Rockland, says: “I was suddenly taken members cf Ocean Pound Rcbfkah
with sharp, shooting pains in my back. Lodge.
osteopathic physician

THOROUGH WQ?K

For a week I was hardly able to hobble
about the house. I couldn’t sweep or
do any lifting and was subject to head
aches and dizziness. I felt generally
run down. I knew Doan’s Pills were
used in my family with good results
and decided to get a supply. I was
well satisfied with them as they
brought almost
immediate
relief.
Three boxes of Doan’s € ntirely rid me
of the trouble.” (Statement given Oc
tober 28. 1916).
On August 27, 1920, Mrs. Brackett
said: “I have never had the slightest
sign of kidney trouble since recom
mending Doan’s.”
60c, at all dealers. Foster-Milburn
Co.. Mfrs.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Vegetable
Seeds

Flower
Seeds

Grass
Seeds
Agricultural,
Dairy and

Poultry Supplies
Send for your copy NOIVI
Mailed free on request <3241
«

KENDALL & WHITNEY
O

<?4l-

IS58— Portland,

Mainx

i. MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD ’
Eastern Standard Time
Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta.
Augusta. AJ7.UO
A §7.00 a. m
m.,, n
17.30
-wa.
a. m.^tblO
m.. Ti iup.HL
p. ra.'
Bangol. A§7.00a. ro.. 17.20a.m.. tl-lOp.m. 1
Bangol.
Boston. A§».0Ja. tn..f7..'‘O a. m.. tllOp.m. ,
Boston,
Brunswick,A§7.00a.m.,t7.3Ja. m., 11.10p.
Bruns
|5.30 p. m.
l/cwiston. A?7.00 a. m., f7.30 a. m., 11 10 p. tn.
NcwVork.tl.10p.nl.
j
Portland. A|7.00a. m., 17.30 a. m., tl-10 p. m.,
15.30 p. in.
,
j
Water’dllc. AJ7.00 a.m.,t7.30a. m..|l 10p.m.
Woolwich, A;,..00 a.in., 17.30a.m.,tl.10 p. in.,
|5.30 p. in.
»
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
i l Mily, except Sunday.
.
D. C. DOUCl ASS.
M I.. HARRIS, * ’
9 24 -3 V. P. fc t> n'l Mgr. Ccn’l Passenger Agt.

Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
BANCOR LINE
STEAAttH'P

BELFAST

I.ftvl' Riukland Mondays and Thursday*

ai

6J O »• M. for Boiion.
I(cti<rn -Leave Huston Tuesdays aud Fridays
af 5.00 P. M. f-pint Kofklar.il Wednesdays and
Saturdays at 5 11ft A. M.: Camden 5.45 A. M.;
Kulfast 7 15 A. M.; Bucksport 9-ftO A. M.»
due Winterport 9.30 A. M.
Kdturn—Lt.ivo Winterport Mondays
nod
Thursdays at lft.flft A M fur bouton and way
IfcndlngBs du* the faHowtaft Movntag about
7.0ft A. M.
NOTE:- During tl,A clone of navigation at
Parg’ir steanit • will run to and from Winterport
Fr eght fnan and to Bangor wlil he handled
via Bir 1-.sport.
KT. DESERT I BLUfHILL LINES
HAS HAKB0R LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
Noilh liavtm. Hlotilngto'i. Southwest Harbor,
Nortln a t Hatbor, Seal Harbor, due Bar Har
bor 11 A. M
K'lu.n Li me Bar Harbor Thursdays nt 8.00
A. >1. for Rockland and way landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockhud Saturdays at 5 A M. for
Daik ll.»ri> .r, s< udi Brooksville, Sargentrllle,
P't Hie. Hrooi.lin, South Bluehill, d«»e Bluehill 11 I’d A. M.
Kuii'tn Leave Bluehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
M lor Rockland and way landings.
Ai Boston cojini'dion is made rla the Metnpolllan Line ex"ress freight 3tcamers for
Ntw Vnrk and points Bomb and West.
MAINE STEAMSHSP LINE
Keystone
Cigar*— Mna
Sumatra
Portland Nrw York Freight Servlet
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores —
Dlrtcf Freight Service between Portland and
New Vark Is resumed from the. Now State I’ler.
Porthu'd, Me. Sailings Tuesdays, Thursday*
an I Sila days each way.
Tli-i.i'uh iate> and direr t tra» k connection*
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk Raliruad*.
9 S. SlfER'UN. Supt., Rockland, Maine.
It. S. SHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

V tuaShaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
nOCKLAM). VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN.
SION NGTON ANO SWAN'S ISLAND

THOMASTON. MAINfi)

TuAS-tf

Y/INTER ARRANGEMENT

(Subject to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. ft
1924
Leaves Swan's Island dally except Sunlay*
at 5.3ft A. M. fur Stonington, North Haven,
Vinalhaven ami Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 I*. M. for
Vlnalhawn, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan’s island.
W. S. WHITE.
General Manager.
Rockland. Maine, Jan. 3. »Y24

9 Telephone
Hi Directory

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WA1CHWOHO IS SERVICE ROCKLAND
Call 127

Call 837-M

THURSTON OIL CO.

SEA VIEW GARAGE
Chevrolet Care, parte and
Service Station. Auto Aceeeeoriee.

I

689 Main St., Rockland

Wholesale and Retail
Oils for All Purposes

GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
I 70-72 Tillson Ave.

COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

People’s Laundry

Dyer’s Garage. Inc.

HARDWARE AND PAINTS

Telephone 206
EXTRA STRONG KITE
TWINE
10 CENTS A BALL

H. H. Crie fit Co.
458 Main Street, Rockland

SINCE 1907

90-tf

Call 170

if

5/2% DIVIDENDS
Shares May De Taken at Any Tims

Call 12*

17 Llmerock Street
We do all kinde of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty. Wat Wash. Rough
Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
Collars.

: : HAS PAID : t

Rockland

GARAGE

LAUNDRY WORK

LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

REPAIRING, STORAGE
AND SUPPLIE3
Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

MONUMENTS
Telephone Connection

Gilchrest
Monumental Works
Main Street
Thomaston, Me.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS

Office 407 Main Street
142-T-tf

E. Howard Crockett
PLUMBING
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES,

HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING

20 Franklin Street, • • Rockland
Telephone 424-1
13T-tf
ENGRAVED CARDS—Call »t this omc» snd
examine styles. If you already have a plate
bring It 1n and let us print you cards in latest
alze. THE LU UH LEM-GAZETTE.

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

Mrs. A. F. nice will leave the latter
part of the week for New York to visit
relatives.
The debating teams of Thomaston
and Rockland High Schools will meet
at the Congregational church Friday
evening at 7.30 to discuss the League
of National issue.
The debaters for
Thomaston will be Georgia Wiley, Ra
mos Feehan and Frederick Sawyer.
The representatives for Rockland.
Havenor Cassens and Abram Fein.
Music will be furnished by the T. H. S.
orchestra.
Rev. W. S. Rounds of
Rockland is chairman of the board of
judges.
The Wesley Forum met at the M. E.
church Monday night.
A supper was
served.
The speaker of the occasion
was Rev. E. V. Allen of Rockland.
The T. H. S. orchestra will have a
rehearsal tonight.
Mrs. E. E. Griffin, who has been in !
town several weeks returned to Port
land Saturday.
Mrs. DeWinter returned from Boston
Monday night where she attended Miss :
Christine Moore.
Mrs. Minnie Oliver of Camden was
the guest of Mrs. Joseph Bradley last I
week.
The Democrats held a caucus at |
Watts hall Saturday night.
Dele
gates and alternate were elected to the
State Convention to be .held at Lewis
ton.
Delegates: Mrs. Charles A.
Creighton, Mrs. II. O. Elliot, C. A.
Creighton, R. E. Dunn and It. O. Ellit. Alternates: Charles C. McDonald.
MCss Belle Cullen, Airs. Nellie Mc
Coy, Frank D. Elliot.
R. O. Elliot
was chairman and E. G. Weston sec
retary of the caucus.
Adelbert Watton is the new janitor
of Watts block.
Mrs. Hollis Overlook was taken to

Mr. and Mrs. Bail Smith and daugh
ter of Rockland were guests of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Z. B. Smith.

the Knox Hospital Saturday f r treat

ment,
William J. Watts of Boston v
in
town Saturday called here by the ill
ness of his sister, Mrs. Hollis Ov a
lock.
iMiss Marjorie Butler suhstituf 1
choir lea'der for Miss Mabelle Brown at
the Baptist Church Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gould < f V.'a'.t' .
Mass., were in town Sunday ti atl. id
the funeral of Mrs. GouM's.aunt. Miss
Clara A. Creighton.
Georges River is open to navlgat. m
and the clam diggers are getting in
their work.
Webster Clark entered upon his
Job Monday morning hauling fae. :
from Rockland to Thomaston as s.
cessor to Bert Benner.
Adelbert Benner will start April
a freight route from Rockland through
Waldoboro,

Damariscotta,

Damari

scotta Mills. Bristol, Bristol Mills. New
Harbor and Christmas Cove.
Mr.
Benner made good on the RocklandThomaston route and will no doubt
succeed in this new venture.
An all day session is called for Wed
nesday of the Baptist Ladies Circle
with a box lunch at noon.
The Meeting House Hill Club will
meet with Mrs. Dora KellocTi this even
ing.
Fred .1. Overlock of Portland came
home Saturday'.
Upon his return he
was accompanied by his father who
will remain for some time in Port
land.
Charles Frost Is ill at Ms home on
upper Beechwoods street.
He has
been working at the State Prison.
William Colley is in bed resting from
a slight operation.
The Baptist Sunday School had r.
short service Sunday in memory of
Miss Martha Strout who was a beloved
member of the school.
The* local F. Battery, No. 240 is in
need of 12 more men to till their quota.
Unless the battery is organized by
March 15 the organization of a battery
will be given to Bath.
A company 1
here means quite a sum of money I
distributed in the town.
Y’uung men
think it over!
-Miss Elizabeth Woodcock celebrated]
her eighth birthday by entertaining 1C
of her young friends at a party Satur
day afternoon. Games and a birthday
cake made an enjoyable time.
Anson Bucklin was taken to Silsby
Hospital Monday.
The gasoline freighter Myra G
Wooster has started on her run from
Thomaston to Portland touching at
several intermediate ports.

THE GEO. R. DEERING CO.
of Rockport, Me.

Are Going out of
Business, and—

They Mean It i
OU’VE all heard the
story about the boy
tending the sheep who
cried “Wolf” once too often
and was finally eaten by
the wolf. And so it is with
sales. You go to this sale—
that sale-and while you
may find a few special arti
cles at a low price—too of
ten they are merely used as
a bait to sell other goods at
regular prices.
For this
reason, people are becoming
disgusted with the word

Y

sale.

Rut we have a different
story to tell. We are going
out of business in Rockport,
Me., on April 1st. To sell a
15,000 stock in a short
two weeks time, means a
whale of a sale, and that is
exactly what we’re going
to put on.
Only one way to do it.
We’re going to make such
downright low prices, that
every thinking man and
woman who reads this an
nouncement will wait until
next Saturday, May 15, (that
is the day the sale will start)
before they purchase any of
the merchandise listed be
low :

» • * •

Clara

A. Creighton

Seldom does death take so much out
of a community life as went with that
of Clara Creighton who died March 6.
Miss Creighton was one of those quiet
souls who unconsciously figure in all
the lives nearest her.
Everything re
ceived her attention.
She was inter
ested in everybody. . Without being
able to locate or outline the loss, in
her death a strong and sweet spirit
iias departed which the entire cenimunity will miss.
Site was a worker in
all the organizations of the town.
Daughters of the American Revolu
tion. Red Cross and Ladies Circle, all
the church interests.
Nothing was
done for the community that she did not
enter into in any way she could. But
this sweet soul leaves the rehl vacan
cy, the deep sense of 'loss, of something
tender and efficient, gone, most pain
fully in the lives of her friends. Un
obtrusively, shrinkingiy, she always
found her way into the inner parts of
our lives.
She had a way of always
saying the larger hearted things, the
things that in the great silent world
must live on. a sweet eternal, ail-pervading presence.
Fiom her old home
Sunday lovingly and tenderly she was
carried to her rest among the friends
she had loved and lost and left alone
with God.
"green be tile turf above thee
Friend of luy earlier days;

None knew thee bin

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 1 1, 1924.
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to love tire

None named thee hot to praise."

Mrs. G. C. Payson is showing ladies
and children's spring hats.—adv. 1-t

EMPIRE THEATRE
llerliiii Rawlinson, popular for his
portrayals i f virile lighting men for
the screen, has a part admirably
adapted to his fistic ability in "Jack
O' Clubs,” bis newest attraction now
showing at the Empire theatre. Raw
linson plays an Irish policeman who
gains his promotion on the force by
reason of Ms lighting prowress.
On
the same program there is a two reel
Western and a beautiful scenic which
completes an excellent program for
Monday and Tuesday.
There Is an exceptional appeal in
the new William Fox production, “No
Mother To Guide Her,” because the
thread of the story runs so close to
the lives of thousands of young girls
everywhere.
"No Mother to Guide
Her” comes to the Empire theatre for
a two day engagement on Wednesday.
—adv.

About anything you want
you’ll find in this store.
And all of the best adver
tised makes and brands
GROCERIES, PAINTS and
OILS, SHOES, MILLINERY,
RUBBERS, GENT’S FUR
NISHINGS, DRY GOODS,
TINWARE, TOILET ARTI
CLES, HOSIERY, UNDER
WEAR, and lots more
things we haven’t time to
put down.
Remember this sale starts

In Everybody’s Coh

Mrs. R. A. Burns was at home from
Bates College to spend the weekend.
Monday, March 17 is town meeting
day.
Mrs. Cacilda Cain and Mrs. Ernest
Torrey were guests cf Mrs. Gertrude
Havener and Mrs. Ethel Y'ork at din
ner Sunday.
The W. R. Corps will serve a public
dinner and supper town meeting day.
The menu will consist of baked beans,
cold meat, doughnuts and pastry and
members are requested to furnish.
The George R. Deering Co. is adver
tising a closing out sale of the whole
of their big stock, as well as the store
fixtures.
The sale opens Saturday.
The store is closed today, Wednes
day and Thursday in preparation for
the big event.
The Twentieth Century Club was
very pleasantly entertained Friday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Blanche
Ellsworth. The program was a musi
cal one, and was opened with a short
talk on music by Mrs. Ellsworth, who
made special mention of Verdi and
Italian Opera with instrumental se
lections from II Trovatore.
Mrs.
Nancy J. Trlbou told of the touching
war experiences of Harry Lauder, with
selections on the victrola. Miss Nellie
M. Thorndike, Mrs. Frances Carleton
anel Mrs. Rena Ca*roll gave Scotch se
lections, anti Mrs. Blanche Spear read
Galli-Curei and supplemented se
lection. “The Wren." Mrs. Josephine
Wooster read a fine sea poem which
hud for an ending, the most famousold
sea chanties played by Mrs. Ellsworth
on the victrola. Mrs. Annabel Hodgman gave a talk on Opera, supplementeel by fine numbers, anel Mrs.
K. M. Dunbar read of the life and
work of Offenbach, with slections
from “Tales of Hoffman.”
Mrs
Ellsworth was assisted in the musical
program by Mrs. Hattie Patterson. A
picnic lunch was served. The hostess
anti Mrs. Blanche Spear were assisteel
in serving by Mrs. Annabel Hodgman
Mliss Ella Mackey and Mrs. Minetta
Paul.
iRoland Crockett is a candidate for
tax collector for another year.
Mrs. Mabel Crone and son Alton,
were guests of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. B. II. Paul Sunday.
The Twentieth Century Club will be
entertained next Friday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Rena Carroll on
Commercial street.

under direction of Mrs. Harrison Sanborn, musical director
GLENCOVE

GRANGE

HALL

Lost and Found
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterllte. You

FRIDAY,

MARCH

can have It delivered Is 5-gal. lots to yiur
home anywhere In Rockland free. For sendee
call MOODY'S. 455-M.
1-tf

14
31-32

ADULTS SOc. CHILDREN 35c

Wanted
WANTED—To piece an infant child to board
With responsible parly.
Write 2 PARK ST.,
Suite I. City.
31*33

*TWAS

CAMDEN’S

DAY

BUSY

WANTED—Pulp wood cutters.
Rockland.

TEL. 21-23,
31*36

WANTED—At

Mearly 800 Voters Attend Town Meeting—Republicans Win
Principal Contests—Daylight Saving Adopted.

kittens.
JOHN 8.

all times Shaggy cats sod
Highest prices paid.
TEL. 352-14.
RANLBTT. Rockville, Me.
31-tf

WANTED—To buy small office safe.
ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
30-32

WANTED—Girl for general housework, no

MRS. A. J. GO4IUEN, 35 High Si..
Camden voters sought the refuge of across Bay View street, near Brown & wishing.
Belfast, Me.
30*32
the Australian booths yesterday be Hobbs Mill, $160.
tween the hours of 9 and 2, and when
Improvement of Mountain street
the weary tellers finished their labors and sidewalk, $1009.
late In the afternoon it was found that
It was voted—
WANTED—Salesmen to Bell well known line
nearly 800 votes had ben cast. The
To build • concrete sidewalk on
of household necessities.
We make all de
Republicans had things pretty much Jacobs avenue.
liveries;
restricted
territory ;
see
Mr.
their own way, except In the election
To build a sewer on Washington MEARS, 7 Bunker St., after 5 p. m. 30.32
of tqx collector, when the friends of street, commencing near residence of
FOR SALE—1923 Ford Sedan In excellent
S. J. ROKES, 62
tank P. Alexander again rallied so Eugene Bracey and connecting with condition: some extras.
Llmerock St.
29-31
strongly to his support that he received town sewfr near Felton's store.
WANTED—First data Boat Builders, steady
the reeord vote of the day.
To build 140 feet of cement walk on
and good pay, apply CAMDEN YACHT
Camden Joined hands with Rockland, Highland avenue In front of residence work
BLDG. & BY. INC., Camden. Me. Tel. 319.
Bath and Portland on the daylight of O. H. Emery.
17-42
saving issue, the vote being 363 to 282
To raise $600 for Red Cross nurse.
WANTED—Oak lumber In the log. landed In
in favor.
To expend $300 for road signs, dan our yard. Telephone or write, CAMDEN YACHT
Judge Oscar H. Emery was the man ger signs and Information pamphlets. BLDG. & BY. INC.. Camden. Me. Tel. 319.
17-42
at the helm. The garb of "Mr. Mod
To build a rock and ash sidewalk on
erator" fits him so nicely that he was Llmerock street.
F or Sale
elected to that position with no oppo
To build a sewer on Cedar street.
sition. And the voters were similarly
To place two incandescent lights on
FOR SALE—Small
farm, electric - lights,
Call or write
kind to John L. Tewksbury, whose Pearl street, between Oak and John blueberries, nice early land.
HENRY CARLETON, Box 62, West Rockport.
name appeared on buth tickets as can streets.
Me.
31*33
didate for town clerk. Mr. TewksTo place an incandescent light on
FOR SALE—Nice large sound Stark apples
ury's services are so much appreci Harding avenue.
delivered at $lj25 per bu.
Drop postal to
ated that the voters are glad to dis
To place three Incanndescent lights LI KE R. BREWSTER, Rockland. Box 74. R.
F. D.
31*33
pense with party lines. Consequently on Mountain street.
FOR SALE -Large black walnut roll top
lie was elected without opposition.
To establish a sinking fund of $3,000 desk
MRS. ti. C. 1 •AYSON, 143 Main St..
The test of party strength was first for a new school building.
31*33
Thomaston.
seen when it came to the election of
To raise $150 for widening the water
FOR SALE—Hard wood, sawed, $14; split
first selectman. Former Postmaster course near Belmont avenue.
| $16. BERT MERRILL. Tel. 45-5, Thomaston.
30*32
T. Hodgman, the Republican candi
To buy two new sidewatk snow-,
TBOaTF—22-foot motor boat, suitable for
date, had 397 votes and W. S. Rich plows, at a cost of $260.
flailing or pleasure. B. G. DAY. 12 Clarendon
ards. Democrat, had 383 votes. George
To expend $250 In repairing grand 8t. Tel. 691 R.
30-tf
Boynton, the popular baseball player, stand on the athletic field.
FOR SALE—21 ft. Power Boat. 3 1-2 H. P.
Victor engine, all complete and In good con
nominated for second selectman, by
To ralsfe $1,13$ for State Aid road.
dition; sell cheap, no use for It. 3 1-2 H. P.
the Republican was elected without
Gasoline Wood Saw, 24 In. saw, belting, frame
opposition. There was another etiff
and everything all complete and as good as
CAMDEN
new.
W1H sell or trade this outfit for a
contest for third selectman—Harold H.
Mrs. Maude Topp spent the week Ford car or light truck. R. S. JORDAN. 150
Nash, Republican, having 409 votes
Park street. City.
30*32
end in Thomaston.
and John S. Gould 357.
The next
Mrs. J. 8. Felton has returned from
FOR SALE—Choice Dahlia Bulbs. Write for
iiree officers—J. Hale Hodgman treas a visit in Providence and Marlboro. my 1924 catalogue today.
MRS.
H.
L.
STEVENS,
192
Llmerock
SV,
Rockland.
urer, John L. Tewksbury auditor, and Mass.
GOLD AND OIL
Maine.
30*32.
George H.' Thomas member of the
The Friday Club will meet this week
FOR SALE—1923 Ford Coupe, In perfect
school committee—were elected with with Mrs. A. R. Halford.
running condition.
Address BOX 285, Rock
North Dakota To Los Angeles, out
opposition.
30*32
At the supper held in connection land. Maine.
For
tax
collector
Frank
P.
Alexander
with the regular meeting of Joel Keyes
3IG3 Miles In 86 Hours—
FOR BALE—Reo touring car $500.
C. A.
had 555 votes and John J. Paul 205.
Grant Circle, Ladles of the O. A. R., HAMILTON, 442 Main St., Rockland. 29-31
Average of 36 Miles An Appropriations amounting to 393 Friday Mrs. Clara A Pullen was given FOR SALE—Two Brunswick Cabinet Ma678.93 were made. The more Import a surprise -birthday cake with 75 chines, 1 Cornet. 1 Wright piano at $35.
Hour.
BTUDLEY’S Ml’SIC STOR
:
PORE,
Rockland.
Tel.
ant items are:
lighted candles.
713.
28-tf
Roads and bridges, 320,000.
The
Department
Store
which
was
Fred E. Burkett of Union, who Is the
FOR BALE—Hard Wood fitted or junks.
Breaking roads and removing snow. held Wednesday and Thursday of last Telephone
172-6, Warren. Me., or write JOHN
Knox County dealer in Jewett nnd 3800.
week for the benefit -of Camden Pub COG AN, Thomaston, R. F. D.
28*39
Paige cars, has received from Los
lic
Library
Building
Fund
netted
about
Support of poor, $2,400.
FOR SALE—Dry Goods Business; no compe
$450.
tition ; town booming; fine store; price low.
Incidental expenses, 3400.
Angeles the follow ing letter and thinks
27-tf
The Good 'Time Club met Thursday “ G. STARRETT. Warren. Me.
Elementary and secondary schools,
it good enough for everybody to read
FOR RALE—Loose hay. best quality, fine or
evening with Mrs. Fred Thompson.
324.227.03.
RANDALL JONES, Thomaston. Tel.
cAarae.
Repairs and Insurance on school- Cards, dancing and music caused the 1(4-2.
_______________________________________ 26*31
Los Angeles, March S.—Our forefa houses, 32500.
evening to (Nuts pleasantly.
Refresh
FOR BALE—Fine bred Airedale pupa.
The
thers came across :he continent in cov
ments of sandwiches, cake and coffee real,
Industrial education, 31,400.
thing for the farm.
Bred from hunting
ered wagons, rolinded Cape Horn in
One lot the members stock.
Not the ordinary kind.
Inquire at
Medical Inspection in the schools, were served.
sailing cruisers and even walktd on
Tel. 201-M.
who had a birthday during the week KITTRRDGE PHARMACY.
3200.
26-31
foot in the rush of ’49 to the West to
was presented With a Pyrex dish.
Interest on town debt, 34.500.
FOR 8ALE—Lobster ftsnermri
trapa
on
gather in a part of the fabulous riches
Afrs.
Wfelter
Conley,
Mrs.
W.
S.
ElReduction of town debt, $7,000
band and made to order. FIELD A KEEP. 19
of the gold strikes.
Mott nndr MISS Mary Bartlett are in lloLoud St., near Uaakeira Store. Southend.
Fire Department, $2,000.
Boston for a Short visit.
Tel. T58 I
151-tf
Today it isn’t gOid but oil that prom
Hydrant st rvice, $1,715.
Mrs. George B. Reed entertained nt
ises the fabulous riches.
Covered
FOR SALE—Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
Street lighting, 33.789.90.
dinner last Friday evening.
Covers In Rockland for sixty years. Large hottie 60c;
wagons are things of the past, as well
Street sprinkling, $400.
null bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
were laid tor twelve.
Cards and lPANY.
as transportation by water despite the
1-tf
Public Library, $1,200.
dancing followed.
fact that the Panama Canal cuts off
Care of cemetery, $300.
Mra. Irucius Leach was hit by a fly
greater part of the journey.
American Legion for Memorial Day,
Miscellaneous
ing shuttle at the Cafnden Mill Satur
It's the automobile now that is the $100.
•Will the party who exchanged hula with
day and was unconscious for some
fastest means,of conveyance to these
Hewett Friday night, March 7 at King
Care of library lot, $100.
time but no serious injuries resulted Frank
riches, according to E S. Wagner,
Hiram’s Council notify MRS. BESSIE HEW
Construction and repair of sidewalks,
Earl
Carver,
who
te
employed
at
the
ETT.
110
Camden St.
Tel. G36-M.
31*33
formerly of Fargo, North Dakota, but $2,000.
D. P. Ordway Plaster Co. was caughl
PAINTING—C. E. Lermond does automo
now of this city. He tells a dramatic
Mothers' Aid, $210.
in the elevator there Monday morning bile. Carriage and Sign Painting.
48 years
story of how he sped to the Pacific
Outstanding bills, $700.
experience.
Shop in Union next to Wlncaand sustained a broken leg.
Coast in answer to a call from his old
paw
&
Abbott
Garage.
31*43
Spraying and protecting shade trees,
The Baptist I-adies Circle will meet
pal. Thomas Turner, who had eliscov $400.
at the church parlors Wednesday of to 85 h. p. 4 cycle,NESI, 2. 3 and 4 cylinders. « A
ered an oil field not far from here.
Salaries of town officials, $8,679.
thte week.
They plan to hold a food type for every boat. The “reliable Palmer” Is
”1 joineel forces with my old friend
Send for cata
Rebuilding and
enlarging brook sale at Carltoh Pascal's next Saturday the best for Ashing boats.
and waited the outcome of my financial across Chestnut stret, $900.
logue and price Hat.
Largest stock In Maine.
March 15.
Immediate
delivery.
AU
parts
for Palmer en
venture," said Wagner.
"It was
Resurfacing Bay View street from
Mrs. Helen CoUins of Bar Harbor gines.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier,
short wait. I received a fifty word Bay View Garage to Camden Yacht is spending a tew days as the guest Poi
------28-39
‘ortland. Maine.
message In a few days that Turner had Club and repairing the causeway of Mrs. Willis Pitcher.
NOTICE—Thia it to notify all persona that
struck oil.
I haven't let my fields to the Town of Owl’s
Head for a road this year, 1921.
AU persons
"There was nothing left for me to do
are forbidden to trespass on any part of my
but get to California as fast as was
property.
Mrs. E. F.
SNOWDEAL, Ash
possible. Travel by automobile ap
Point, Me.
27*32
pealed to me particularly. I bought
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
Trucking and Moving.
ll*tf
new Paige and hired a driver. It was
the greatest test of speed and <ndur
NEW ANO SECOND HAND bHOES. Cloth
ing, Crockery and Household Goods Bought
ance ever given an absolutely new
and Sold. C. T. BRAGG, Rankin Block. 8-tf
motor car.
LADIES—Reliable stock or hair goods at
“The first day wc drove 525 miles
the Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mall
The next throe days we covered 396
nrdera aoUched. HELEN C. RHODES.
1-tf
miles, 305 miles and 410 miles re
GENERAL TRUCKING—WITH1NGTON. Tel.
spectlvely over and through the Reeky
ISM.
20*3$
Mountains.
PICTURE FRAMING—Saws sharpened, all
‘The next day we drove straight
kinds of shop carpenter work promptly and
carefully done. EDWIN H. MAXCY, over Paythrough, riding for a little over twenty
aon’a store, at the Rnmk.
hours wa covered 619 miles. A few
hours sleep and the big Paige again
To Let
started eating up the miles. An hour'
rest was taken at noon. At six o'clock
TO LET—Two furnished rooms for light
housekeeping.
AH
modern
conveniences.
that night we rolled Into Los Angeles
Telephone 411-W.
39-32
having covered 348 miles on the last
TO LET—Tenement at 61 Cedar street, six
PEERLESS makes while bread The color Is secured by
lap.
rooms, electric lights, flush closet, clean and
careful milling.
“Our total mileage was 3103 miles.
ready to occupy. MRS. GEORGE MUGRIDGE,
...»,
2 Oak St. Tel. 45-1.
.
30-32
Righty-six hours was our actual driv
PEERLESS
makes
delicious
and
nutritious
bread
be

TO LET—Six room tenement, 42 Fulton St.
ing time. The elapsed time did not
MRS. CHARLES McAULIFFE, Tel. 367-1.
double the driving time. Our total ex
cause
39*31
pense was J75.3S for berth the drive r
TO LET—Furnished six room house.
MRS.
PEERLESS consists of the choicest part of the wheat.
and myself as well as the Paige. Our
F. L. GREEN. Ocean Ave.. Ingraham’s Rill.
average speed was 36 miles per hour.
Order HARDESTY’S PEERLESS when you need flour.
29*31
Our gasolene consumption was one
'
There is a PEERLE88 FLOUR being advertised at a
TO LET—Store on Main St.
Inquire DAVID
RUBENSTEIN.
Tel. 809-M.
29-tf
gallon every fifteen miles.”
much lower price than this high grade Hardesty’s TeerTO LET—Furnished room, modern conven
less can be sold at.
iences; kleo garage.
Inquire at 5 UNION HT.

HARDESTY
PEERLESS FLOUR

Standard of the World in the pore white bag

Bill The Barber
Says

Further particulars in
Thursday’s paper.
Store
will be closed Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday
in preparation for this big
event.

A LOTOFWintN

ROCKPORT, ME.

AdrerUseowte la this comma not to exceed
thre. ttaes Inserted once for It cents,
times
Or 50 eeals
Additional lines 5 cents esrh
or one time. Id cents I times. B»x words tasks
line

I

A Chinese operetta put on by the Rockport High School Glee Club

Sunday.

promptly at 8 o’clock, next
Saturday Morning Mar. 15

THE GEO. R. DEERING CO.

“THE FEAST OF THE LITTLE LANTERN”

29-tf

Beware it i’s not Hardesty's PeOrtfcss Flour.

Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.

We

Distributors

31-T-40

T® LET—Furnished room; e'so tenement.
Mlfl. W. S. KRNNI8TON. 17( Main 81.
Tel.
27«-R.
28-tf
TO LET—8lx room tenement on Oils etreet
With bath and garage. Inquire at 12 MYRTLE
8T.
19-tf
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stove,,
and musical instruments or anything that re
quires a dry. clean room.
Terms reaver a hie.
J. H. FLYE. 221 Main 8t.. Rockland.
1-tt

Eggs and Chicks

FOR SALE
STUDLEY

•

STOVER

in good condition.
Not over $200 perhaps less. ERNEST (’. DA
TOURING

CAR

VIS. Fuller-Cobh Davis.

MASONIC

GARDNER BUNGALOW, BEECH

Used Cara
USED

BUNGALOW.

I

HAVE

HOUSE,

A

LIMEROCK

LONG LI8T

OF GOOD

STREET

STREET
STREET

TRADES

31-33

1922 BIG SIX STUDEBAKER—In good con
dition and ready t<» drive out.
Now is the
time tn buy your u.ifld car at your own price,
(’all A. C. .IONER, phone 576 R or FIRE
PROOF GARAGE, phone 889.
16*tf

ROBERT COLLINS, 375 Main St.
30-31

ah ma layliu ___ ,
for sale at $2.50 each.
-If you desire heavy
Winter laying hens get them at the lowest
price.
Dark Brahmas regular price Is $5.$0
and up.
M. HAHL, Route 1, Box 76, Warren,
Maine.
31*33
HENS—Will earn you more money if you
feed Pratt’s BirtternfUk Laying Mash.
It’s
real egg making food.
Results are wonderful.
A&k us for a sack.
Dealers throughout the
Ubunty.
31-lt

WANTED— 1999 chick Brooder.
St., Thomaston, Me.
Tel. 183-2.

BOOKER
27*32

RABY CHIX—Wyllie’s Single Comb Reds
bred for eggs, type and color.
Order early
22c each postpaid.
F. H. WYLLIE, Tliomaaton, R. F, D.
Phone Nl-42.________ 27»38

FOR SALE—150 egg Incubator In good con
dition. J. M. BARTLETT, South Thomaston.
Tel. 387 4.
23-If

Rockland Gourier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 11, 1924.

Every-Other-Day

InSocialCircles

C. H. Duff and Raymond C. Duff1
have returned
by/ busi-,
ricss trip to Bostoir hAjJ^s’cW York.

Id addition to penonal notes recording denarturee and arrivals, the department especially
deelrea Information of social happenings, parllee musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall ot
telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE ............................................... 776

The Charity Club wjll be entertained
Thursday with a luncheon at Green
Gables, given by Mrs.'Obadiah Gard
ner and Mrs. A. K. P. Harvey. Mem
bers will take the 12A0‘car.

The regular meeting of the Methebesec Club was held at “Green Gables,’’
In Camden Friday afternoon. The
club was entertained by Mrs. Anne
Merritt, Miss Mabel Holbrook, Mrs.
Bernice Havener, Mrs. Hazel Powers,
Mrs. Mabel Crle and Miss Annie Frye.
A large number were present and two
excellent papers were presented. Mrs.
Ava Jackson gave the first on “World
Court" nhd Mrs. Mary Cooper the sec
ond on “League of Nations." After
the meeting a fine luncheon was served
and the hostesses were congratulated
for the afternoon’s enjoyment.

WONDER

John H. Leo of the Steamship J. L.
Lunemback recently visited his sister,
Mrs. Gardner Freeman, at 2010 Man
chester avenue, Los Angeles.

Mrs. J. W. Campbell and Miss Be
atrix Flint have teturned from Yonk
ers. N. Y., after three weeks' visit with
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Flint. Enroute
they visited with Mrt. R. H. Britt in
Springfield, Mass.. Miss Louise Flske
in Boston, and Mrs. George Gove in
Haverhill, Muss.
Mrs. William P. Walsh has returned
from Taunton, Mass., where she at
tended the funeral of an elder brother.
Henry Greene LePronhon.

: TF YOU could see the
A completeness of our
line of smoker's articles
you would understand
why many of the pro
minent men in our city
look upon this store u

Smoker's
Headquarters
a yon kava an, f~~tb-n pH
tka aenihn wttSg.

•■7 ef your oaoklM
kriislttou. A.k our udric^
“• choarfuii, (itn.

CHISHOLM BROS.
Rockland, Milne

rw

Mr. nnd Mrs. George W. Snow and
Mr. nnd Mrs. C. H. Berry, 2d, left on
last night’s boat for Boston, bound for
the auto show.

The young ladies of Miss Kathleen
Snow’s class at the Congregational
church school, who arc to preside over
n novelty table at the Easter Sale on
April 9, met Tor an afternoon of work
with Miss Eleanora Bird Saturday.
Some Interesting and novel articles
were prepared for the sale.

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND THE
CORNSR

Last Showings Today

Mrs. C. W. Creamer of Winslow’s
Mills, Is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
E. S. Tolman at the Highlands.

Herbert Rawlinson

Col. W. P. Hurley returned Saturday
from Augusta where he accepted the
condolences of Fred Mathews and
other friends who had heard from the
Rockland election.

“JACK 0’ CLUBS”

Class 29 will meet with Mrs. Abbie
Connors, South Main street, Wednes
day afternoon and evening. Picnic
supper at 6 o’clock. The roll call ojtll
furnish the entertainment.

“NO MOTHER TO
GUIDE HER”

—IN—

A TWO REEL WESTERN

“THE

MIRACLE’

Jarvis C. Perry Tells of How the Remarkable New York

A group of Camp Fire Girls is being
organied by Mrs. IalWs Fickett. Two
meetings have already been held and
another ia to take/ place Thursday
afternoon at 3.43 at the home of Mrs.
Fickett.
Nearly all of the girls have
been Bluebirds, under the care and
instructipn of the |aem.bers of the
Chlckawaukle grouji. They are about
16 in numibor, whosijinamee will be
given as soon as the group Is com
pleted.
Miss Ada Burpee will be
Miss Flora Young of Matlnicus was Mrs. Pickett’s assistant guardian and
the guest last week ot the Misses the prospect for native study looks
very alluring, as well as the work in
Young, North Main street.
the other crafts.
*
Mrs. Doucett of Rockpdrt Is caring
SAWYER—HEALD
for her daughter, Mrs. A. E. Small.
A very pretty wedding took place
Circle supper will be served at the at the home of Mr. and Mrs. David
Vniversalist vestry at 6.30 tomorrow Heald, Lincolnville Centre on the
evening by these housekeepers: Mrs. evening of Feb. 26, when their only
Hester Chase, Mrs. Mabel Rawson, daughter, Doris King;, was united in
Mrs. Choris Jenkins. Mrs. Margaret marriage to Percival Ansel Sawyer of
Stevenson, Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. Camden.
About thirty intimate
Olivia Roberts, Mrs. Ethel Gonia, Mrs. friends and relatives witnessed the
Evelyn Peaslee, Mrs. Grace Rollins, impressive service.
The house was
Mis. Annie Collamore, and Mrs. Ruth beautifully decorated, throughout with
evergreen and hand-made apple blos
Fogarty.
soms.
The hallway, was especially
Austin C. Wood of Boston was the attractive with draperies tf white
weekend guest of his brother, George crepe roses, evergreen and apple
blossoms.
B. Wood, Broadway.
Promptly at 8 o’clock the strains of
The Chapin Class meets Friday night the wedding march were rendered by
The charming
with Mrs. Faith Berry and Miss Hope Miss Marion Hardy.
bride, becomingly gowned in white
Greenhalgh. Grove street.
canton crepe, wearing an exquisite
The A. R. T. H. Club was invited to veil caught with orange blossoms and
the pleasant home of Mrs. A. E. Hall tarrying a bouquet of bridal roses, de
last evening. The time was spent ig scended the stairs on the arm of her
social conversation. A review of past father, preceded by her bridesmaid,
and current events, stories, and a mys Miss Corinne Sawyer, who wore or
tery exchange table, from which many chid crepe and carried white roses.
nice things and u rare good time was It was a very pleasing sight as they
derived. Refreshments were served by marched through the hall and living
Miss Alice Hall and Mrs. W. A. room to the parlor, where they were
met by the bridegroom and best man,
Seavey.
Louis Sawyer.
The ceremony was
W. If. Anderson left for Boston this performed under an arch of green
morning to atetnd the Automobile boughs banked with /flowers, by Rev.
Show.
H. I. Holt of Camden, the double ring
service being used.
?
,
B. & P. W. Club members are asked
The solemnity of the occasion waa
to come to Temple hall Thursday af soon replaced by festivity and all
ternoon, before 3 o’clock to help in jcined in a gale of laughter and merri
the docoratihg for the St. Patrick’s ment, amid showers cf confetti.
Day dance, to be held that evening. The Dainty refreshments of choice bridal
hall will not be available after 3.30 cake, bridegroom cak,e, ice cream and
and members are urged to make spe other delicacies were served.
The
cial effort to assist in the early after cutting of the bridal, cake afforded
noon.
much amusement. A^thimbie, a dime,
a train of cars, a button, a ring and a
Miss Dorothy Cooper, a senior at pin were concealed in it and the fol
Gorham Normal School, was home for lowing fell heir lo the, tokens—Olive
the weekend with her parents, Mr. and Brown, Adelaide Holt, David Heal,
Mrs. E. I’. Cooper, Camden street.
Eleanor McCubb, Tho. bride is a pop
ular memeber of the younger set and a
Friends and former pupils of Mrs. gifted musician.
Mir. Sawyer is «
Edith Healey, who has recently gone graduate of Camden High and of the
to Santa Barbara. Calif., to live, will be Radio School at Washington, D. C.
interested to hear something of her He is especially talented in the radio
present activities.
Mrs. Healey, a business and was an instructor in a
graduate of Pratt Institute, writes to government school in Ihe late war. He,
friends that she has been working in is an-Overseas veteran.
............ - !
the'llTe class of the School of the Arts,
As the couple disappeared up theunder Frank Morley Fletcher, the well- stairs the bride gracefully tossed her
known English artist. This school is bouquet to friends, below.
Olive
a branch of the well-known Com Itiown was lucky enough to catch three
munity Arts Association. Lately Mrs. roses, two sprays of green and bits of
Healey has been assisting Albert sweet william.
The .‘rest was miscel
Herten, the well-known Mural painter, laneously divided. The gifts were nu
on s ime of the decorations which he is merous and beautiful.
The happy
doing for the new International couple departed on a trip to Port
Academy of Arts and Sciences now land and Boston, but not until the tra
being built in Washington, D. C. Al ditional tin cans and old shoes had
though the local Art Association decorated their sleigh.
After their
misses Mrs. Healey it is delighted to return they will reside Jn Camden.
know of her larger opportunities for
work and advancement.
David Goldberg was called to Bos
ton Sunday by the serious illness of
his father'.

OF

Spectacle Appeared To Him.
Many readers of The Courier-Ga
zette have noted the recent newspaper
stories connected with the production
at the Century Theatre in New Y'ork
of “The Miracle,” because of letters
received by the members of the caste
and attaches of the theatre, attacking
in scurrilous terms its actors and pro
ducers as being engaged in luring
“Protestant American Manhood" into
alien “Roman Catholic Activities."
The only clue to the origin of the let
ters wa$ their being postmarked New
ark, Jf. .1. On the copy addressed to
Morris Oest, the producer was scrib
bled in pencil these words: “We have
mafled out 800,000 today and this is
only the beginning.” In reply Morris
Gcst, tbe producer of the play issued
the following statement:
"The average person will have noth
ing but contempt for the type of mind
that could conceive such an attack.
To interpret the production of a play
Tike ‘The Miracle’ as Roman Catholic
propaganda is evidence of such de
pravity «£ intellect on the part of the
writer, cowardly enough to shirk re
sponsibility by not signing his name,
as almost beneath notice. But the en
terprise attacked is so much in the
public eye that complete silence can
not be kept and it Is my duty to ans
wer briefly. My inspiration In my work
and my teacher is David Belaseo, and
I am willing to stand or fall by his
teaching of art for art's sake, and for
beauty in the theatre without even the
thought of material consequences. I
defy anyone to prove that one cent
from any religious organization has
helped me in producing ‘The Miracle.’
The only aid I have received in this
great undertaking was from Otto II.
Kalin, whom the writer mentions, and
who gave his help as a private patron
of the arts, as he is always ready to
encourage any movement in the Amer
ican theatre or opera which is under
taken from an artistic standpoint."
The "Miracle Play” did not need the
publicity resulting from this movement
to bring it Into further notice. It has
become the sensation of New York-

Page Seven

and the cost of the renovation has
been so great that the play will not
be given elsewhere.
The apse rises
above the magnificent altar to an in
credible height.
The nave seems of
stupendous vastness
The stained
glass windows five dusky glimpses of
ruby and purple.
For the scenes of
the nun’s wanderings the altar is
veiled in a cloud of vapor and there
Is revealed a park-Hke area of shrubs
and greenery.
A strange paradox,
that the dramatic appeal of the ancient
Catholic ritual with its holy of holies
should manifest itself for the first time
In a modern theatre through the
genius of a Jew, Max Reinhardt.
Nothing is omitted In the complete
ness of the mise-enscent—the great
altar flaming with candles, the fumes
of incense flung from golden burners,
the gorgeous vestments of priests and
acolytes, and scattered throughout the
auditorium, melodious
music sifts
down from invisible choirs, the organ
and a fine orchestra and jn-als of bells
contributing powerfully to the cumula
tive effect of the play, which is all in
pantomime.
“Perhaps the most exquisite mo
ment," Mr. Perry continued, “is that
when the Madonna is vivified and steps
down from her high place and puts on
the garments of the recreant nun.
This is ‘The Miracle.’
It is as if the
iniquitous life, pictured with its many '
sorrows, were but the Nun’s Fredian
dream lying there asleep at the foot
of the Virgifi.
The influence of the
cathedral persists, foretelling ultimate
forgiveness and redemption.

Mhe Specialty Shop
For Friday and Saturday, Mar. 14 and 15

1.39

$2.00 BLOUSES at $

r

h'H

A?

\ .'lb

i

IS

Styles
These are brand new and come in 18 different styles.
long at this rediculously low price.
They ere regular

These Blouses will not last

$2.00 BLOUSES SPECIAL FO R FRIDAY & SATURDAY $! .39
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

Cor. Main and Elm
Streets, Rockland

o o o o

Two things I thought especially ef
fective—the bodies of the crowd sway
ing in unison, making a rythm more
Ivanhoe Temple, Pythian Sisters will
telling than that of any orchestra, and hold its regular meeting and installa
at intervals the uplifting of multitudin tion of officers Wednesday evening,
ous arms, white against the back with circle supper at G o’clock.
ground of subdued color.
In the
handling of these crowds there is felt
the wizardry of Bttonislawsky, head of
IT IS NEARLY
the Moscow Art Theatre. Through the
broad aisles and side entrances they
flow in and storm the stage, producing
to the spectator a sense of intimacy
IN ROCKLAND
and imminence.
They rub your el
bows in passing, cry out in your ears—
Jarvis C. Petry of Rockland is among soldiers, huntsmen, troops of peasants
those who have seen the play and he and children, pathetic groups of the
was gl id to give to a reporter of The leprous, the halt, the maimed, and the
The crowd seems moved as if
Courier-Gazette his impressions of the blind.
marvelous performance, prefacing It there were a yearning for the old, simple
religion of duty and sacrifice, which
with an outline of the play.“The first production,” said Mr. has so little place in our present day
yfc'Jl
Such an appeal belongs to
Perry,” took place in London in 1912 world.
no
sect
or
religion,
as
the
cosmopolitan
in the collosal edifi *e called "Olympia.
It was in the London premier perform crowd that goes to see the play attest,
ance of this same cathedral pantomime and I do not believe that, as some have
that there were 3000 supers. The charged, the producers of this play nre
American production Is no less note ‘engaged in luring Protestant American
worthy with ils 700 actors.
In re Manhood into alien Roman Catholic
As our own Whiting de
spect of size, vivid and artistic color Activities.’
Lnd lighting e'fects, living masses in clares—‘Religion means many things
We are a varied
violent or picturesque movement, it to many minds.
excels any spectacle given in New people, and we bold various personal
The psychologist and
York.
The story is mystical, com ideas of God.
all the rest may create for themselves
plex and much Involved.
A young
nun, Megildls, is intrusted with the such ideas of Him as they choose.
Strollers $6.98 Up
care of the miracle-working image of But in them all is the re-echo of the
Comfortable, Convenient, easy to
secret
yearning
in
every
man's
heart
the Virgin and her child.
to handle.
...One night In the great cafhediiil she for the peace wht<$, passeth under
is assailed by the tempter in the form standing.'
i“lt is worth one's while to see ‘The
of a gaFlunt young knight, who lures
her away.
When the Virgin refuses Miracle,” Mr. Perry concluded “if for
her request to leave, she tries to no other reason then to steep oneself
wrest tho child from the Virgin’s arms in a succession of exalting emotions,
anel with the babe vanishes, and with to rekindle the aura that invests the
apostle of beauty.
It is worth one’s
crashing noise the doors open for her
while to see Lady Diana Manners,
escape.
Out in the world she fol
‘daughter of a hundred earls,’ as the
lows a life first of pleasure then of
Madonna.
Her delicate and demure
misery and degradation, then finds
loveliness, her highbred grace and
herself a penitent back In the old
dignity of character, as though in her
home.
During her absence the Vir
veins there flowed exquisite blood that
gin has descended from her niche and
diffused radiance instead of ruddiness,
assumed duties of the errant nun In
and the spiritual aloofness, together
side the sacred faneAfter having
with the sudden kindling of life of the
faithfully performed these duties, the
Virgin into the warmhearted ‘Mother
Virgin resumes her discarded robe?
of Pity’ is Ihe most enduring impres
and crown, remounts her pedes.ial and
sion one receives from the play.”
again becomes the sacred image, as
Baby Carriages $22 Up
Megildls enters, so overwhelmed with
TO AN IDEALIST
Handsome, Safe, Light
distressful emotions that her babe falls
Provides Baby Complete Protection
unnoticed from her arms. Finding her
Like a wondrous bird
Spreading its luminous wings
nun's uniform where she laid It, she
CASH ON EASY TERMS
For flight
puts It on and takes her old place as
Mail Orders carefully attended to
Are you to me;
Sister Sacristan as If awaking from a
And so I wait
To see you soar,
dream. But at her feet lies her child,
Adoring you,
20% DISCOUNT
which is dead, and raising it to her
Almost beyond belief ....
—Le Baron Cooke In Town and Country.
arms she appeals to the Virgin In an
—ON—
agony of supplication.
And t'he
Now that the tailleur type of suit
All Goods In Our Store
statue, once again alive, bends gi<a- has been thoroughly and enthusiasti
ciously to take the dead infant and cally accepted, more interest is being
adopts it as her own. Thus the lost shown for the dressier style in twomiraculous Image is restored, and at and three-piece models, remarks the
the ensuing religious festivlal the re Dry Goods Economist. The tendency
deemed nun is the object of universal to long Jackets continues, and the
veneration,
mandarin lines that flare from the
L. MARCUS
o • o •
shoulder are emphasized.
In the
“Then ‘The Miracle’ is distinctly
313 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
religious spectacle?” the reporter strictly mannish models, longer coats
are also gaining attention, and while
asked.
"Distinctly religious.” said Mr. Per the earlier models stressed the lowry.
“To provide a suitable setting placed fastening, there is an inclina
for it the beautiful Century Theatre tion now observed to a higher posi
was at a great expense transformed tion for the buttons and a corre
into a vast cathedral fashioned after spondingly shorter V opening. In
an old unrtery on the Rhine which coats, plaids and stripes, the latter
held
a
wonder-working
image horizontal, remain strongly entrenched.
ot the Virgin to which believers Flared and straight cuts continue to be
flocked from far and near. Critics rivals with the honors about even.
say that in the way of atmospheric Self trimmings are featured on coats
largeness and splendor nothing more that come between the sports models
original and beautiful than this trans and the very elaborate types, taking
formation 1W3 ever been seen on earth the form of cartridge .pleats, pin tuckings, all over flat plcatlngs, and self
At the Century t'he cathedral is
structure of solid piers and vaults covered buttons and loops.

Baby Carriage Time

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

Cutler-Cook Co.,
J. A. James in has just had installed
in Ills store a new refrigerator milch
larger and more convenient than the
eld one, fitted with all the conveniences
lor cutting meat, etc., and mare mod
ern in every way.

PARK

Formerly Davis
Garment Shop

One Rockland hoy who has been win
tering in St. Petersburg is soon to hit
tip- northern trail—Floyd Renner.
He
reports the electrical business dull,
and that hundreds are leaving for the
North.
MATINEE, 10c, 17o
EVENING, 10c, 17e, 22c

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30

I he Theatre with the Big Picture

“DON’T CALL IT LOVE”

LAST TIME

—With—

TnnAY

IULFAI

(Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt, Nita Naldi and
V
Theodore Kosloff
LATEST NEWS

HIGH CLASS COMEDY

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

ELAINE

MAMMERSTE1N
—IN—

"DRUMS OF JEOPARDY”
—With—

Wallace Beery, Jack Mulhall, David Torrence and
Maude George
Emeralds, Torches and Hob-Nailed Boots, Money, Love, Tragedy,
the Most Thrilling Photoplay of the Season with the Daintiest
Girl of the Screen.

FIGHTING

BLOOD

Last Round
FRI.-SAT.

“THE MAILMAN,” with RALPH LEWIS

POLA NEGRI in “SHADOWS OF PARIS”

COMING

COMING NEXT
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

THE GREATEST OF ALL MELODRAMAS

THE MAILMAN”
EMORY JOHNSON'S Giant Epic of tho Screen

DEDICATED TO UNCLE SAM’S FAITHFUL POSTAL EMPLOYES
Gripping in Power; Ablaze with Color; A Throb with Human In
terest; Don't Miss it 1
Greater than ‘THE THIRD ALARM”

THAT BIG 20% DISCOUNT

Wednesday-Thursday

—With— ~
GENEVIEvd'VoBIN

Writing from Boca Grande, FlaA Human Drama of Lifo's Pltfalla.
Mrs. Harry A. Cowie, says: “I had the
great pleasure of meeting Mr. and Mrs. I
Comedy: “Mother’s Joy”
Merritt Johnson and John Donohue
over In St. Petersburg, a short time
ago. Mighty good to see them. Called
* PATHE Os
on the Littlefields twice, but missed ,
Friday-Ssflttday
seeing them. Reports of the advan
tages of St. Petersburg as a place In
which to live are never exaggerated.
It is certainly lovely and I hope to join
the Rockland Colony there another
winter.
However, Boca Grande is
lovely too and a great deal of money is
about to be expended here enlarging
comin'g
hotel and golf course. This is rather a
unique winter resort—In that almost
no money Is ever spent In advertising
It. The hotel is filled season after sea
son with almost the same people who
Know the tremendous pull
Jealously guard their privacy. The
fishing, close at hand, is world famous
—and the climate is so healthful there ing power of Courier-Gazette
Is no resident doctor, except while the!
<dt;
hotel Is open."

John Gilbert ,

“THE WOLF MAN”

The Strand
JOSEPH DONDIS, Manager,

JAMES J. O'HARA, Organist

X

Todav and Wednesday

Thursday and Friday

CHARLES RAY

GENE STRATTON PORTER’S

—IN—

“Michael O’Halloran”

“The Courtship of
Myles Standish
The South cave ua “The Birth of
a Nation.”
The West: “The Covered Wagon."
America: “The Courtship of Mylea
Standish.”
Tha third of mighty epoch-making
screen classice will live through the
years.
Adventure
Thrille
Romance
History
Suspense
Drama
- ■■
■ in,
i
ii,
I
SPECIAL PRICES

It la the story of a little newsboy
who adopts a crippled girl, cares for
her tenderly, and is instrumental in
ridding her of her sad affliction.
Woven into this it a heavier theme
of a society couple.
The wife, a
social butterfly, ignoring her chil
dren; the father's time taken up
with business cares and the heart
breaking tragedy which finally leads
to a reconciliation.

*

At the big Studley store has come to be a key thought of Rockland and Knox
county furniture buyers.
ITIS A BONA FIDE reduction in regular price on every
article in our huge stock where such a reduction can be made consistent with sound
business.
It has resulted in an enormous increase in our business volume.

WE INVITE
COMPARISON

OF

PRICE AND QUALITY

20% DISCOUNT ON NEARLY EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE

STARRING

IRENE RICH

283 MAIN ST.

V. F. STUDLEY

ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 11, 1924
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“THE MAILMAN”
done and no feeling of resentment on
my part. 1 am somewhat apprehen
The Park's End of the Week Program
sive of reaching the age of eightyOne True to Life.
nine, but I am g. i:vg to hang around
Tom Lyons and Charley Godfrey Hark Back To the Times
just as long as I can.
INo warmer words i»f praise have
Oa page 4 of the December Journal,
When Knox County Was Humming.
been heard for Emory Johnson’s pro
the second article which I assume is
duction "The Mailman,” which dra
from your pen. is one which I am
matises and glorifies the workers of the
afraid has not received the attention
The current Issue cf the Granite the stene dost i ff from our shoes and a .d consideration from our members
U. S. postal service, than from 'the
Cutters’ Journal contains articles of a went to the Main. 1 went as far east tiiat it really deserves. I quote the
n en of Ihe ranks themselves.
One
reminiscent nature concerning the in as St. John. N. B., looking for a kit. last seven lines, ’“Every man com
man in particular who has viewed the
dustry which once flourished to a much without success. Under thase good petently working at work which comes
Johnson iwoduction nnd voiced h.s
greater extent in Knox county. The old times our union was born and after within tlip jurisdiction of the G. C.
approval in no uncertain terms is T.
letters are from old friends of The being tenderly cared for, for all these I. A. should be a member of that AsE Fredericks, who has Just resigned
Courier-Gazette, and here reproduced: years, it can nit only stand but has sceiat-ion. The task to so enroll them
from the Los Angeles department after
....
trod Mother Earth ail over the United is r.ot an easy one, but it ought to be
serving more than thirty-six years as
States and across the border.
a letter carrier.
He is at present re
done. There is no escaping that fact,
By C. D, S. Godfrey
I have told the facts as I remember m d along that road and no other lies
siding on a sin ill farm overlooking
Waterman's Ben'-h, Knox Co., Me,
them, about the good old times on the thing so many of our members
the blue waters of the Pacific at Bal
For the young fellow
Mr. Editor:—I am always pleased to
Spruce Head, from 1S71 to 1S7S.
boa.
devoutly desire.”
rend anything from the pen of Brothel
and
for
the
older
man
C. D. S. Godfrey. Xo. 1S3.
“Never before have 1 seen a motion
In 1884, I was w iking on the
Thomas .1. Lyons. 89, and was inter
• • • «
who like snap and
picture picked more tightly with truth
V.'ashingioa Monument at Washington.
ested in his letters in the Decen her
than ’The Mailman," declared Mr.
D. C. When 1 went home to Vinai
By Thomas J. Lyons
and January Journals. I figure that
sparkle — LAMSON
Fredericks.
' It tells a m ist inspiring
Mr. Editor:—I have recently re haven I was appointed by Secretary
Brother Lyons is one year cider than
Hubbard Caps. Styles
story and. for file first time on record,
myself. 1 wns born in 1851. Before the ceived a copy tf the "Rock of Ages" Dyer, National Union Shop Steward.
places the mail men of the Italian in
and patterns which
end of t'he war of 1SG1 an.l 1865. 1 was magazine, published by the Boutwell, There were quite a few union men in
the right light before the public.
I:i
in New York, cook of a line caster.! Milt e and Varnutn Co., i f Moutpe- ; the town but no branch. After our
are
the
last
whisper
of
point of drama I have never seen a
1 went coasting until the winter ifj lit r. Vermont. 1 had read in some of i defeat in a s'rikc in 1S78, the branch
pi ture that so touched my heart as
Fashion.
1870. On one i f my trips to New York j ’he papers aa account of a meeting: gradually went to pieces and after a
The Mailman.’
Mr. John: >n un
I saw a picture of the Brooklyn Bridge held in Barre, Vt.. by the Granite while the few steadfast members de
questionably lias a deep and thorough
hanging up at the South ferry to get j Manufacturers at which it was voted cided to surrender cur charter. We did
understanding if our lives.
I have
the taxpayer Interested. I little thought j not to grant permission to Sam Squibb. not re irg.inize our br.in'-h until 18.87
already heard hundreds cf my ifellow
ut that time that I would pound cold President of tlie Granite Cutters' In because the few active members who
workers in the mail seiyiee p’.iise the
ternational Association, to address the: desired to do so had been notified by
steel for over forty years.
Join sen picture ar.d pledge it their
1 went to school until I wns nineteen ! meeting. I could hardly credit that! the superintendent tint when we dill
aid."
years old. winters, and to evening report, it sounded tea unfriendly, vln-1 anything of the kind to carry in our
writing school. It was not my parents diclive anil businesslike, but I find tools and to consider ourselves dis
fault that I didn’t get more boo! . i in the "Ho k of Ages” for January, a charged with, ut any further cere
EAST SEARSMONT
learning. They offered to board and cot lirmation ef the report couched in mony. As there was nothing t> he
gained by a few of us sacrificing our
rlothe me. with a little c’ua ’ge thro-wn this larguage:
Mr. and .Mrs. Newell Prebic cf Cam
into the bargain, but tile boy wants to! “They wouldn't even permit the selves, we let tl’.e matter of reorganis
den spent Sunday wiek with their
piddle his i wn canoe.
head cf the National Granite Cutters’ ing drop.
relatives. Mr. anil Mrs. L. I.. Morse.
• • • •
In 1871 came to Spruce Head a il Union to come before them and make)
Mrs. Howard Elms of Lincolnville
worked on the quarry that summer. an address, as he requested."
Conditions continued in tills way
anil Mrs. David Young spent a day re
The wages piid at thit time were | I il ' not question the right of any until 1885 at which time the Knights is the angle fr. m whi-h ! would ap cently with Mrs. Rodney Thomas.
$2.50 per day of tea hours. After; employer, individually or in combina- ; el 'Labor had become very strong in proach these ni l. I appreciate the
Mr. and Mrs. Clyd: Marriner of
^working through March and April I tion, to co duet his business on any ! Maine, reaching the number i f 25.009 sensibilities of those if our members
Camden spent the weekend with their
who
honestly
bill'
•
tha.t
the
only
way
plan
that
he
thinks
advisable,
but
was paid the going wages.
March
members in 1886. We organized an as
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Morse
1872 I started to learn to cut granite. there are certain rules of common sembly in 1885, and in a little while t5 treat these non-union men is
end Mr. .and Mrs. I.. S. Marriner.
1 agreed to work nine months at $1 courtesy that, should not be over we had practically every granite to imp' sc a fine ci a few hundred dolMrs. Albert Marriner was in Camden
per day. Board at that time was $1 looked, especially when we advertise worker in the town as members. The 1 irs. Suppose we were in a position
a week. I started in on curbstone1 ourselves to be the Simon pure dem- dreaded defensive weapon of the lo do this, what v. u’.d we gain? Sim Friday.
Mrs. Lester Marriner was in Belmont
and g"t so I could cut a bridge stone i . nstratia s of unadulterated “Ameri Knights of Labor was the boycott. ply a fer.v doliirs am', th-. unfriendly
before I started in on my ow:i hook, I canism." There is n bad condition Tlie organization in New York con a.' sociaticn of tiie man we held up. 1 last week, tlie palest cf her children.
It was all piece work those days and [ existing in the granite industry and trolled all of the means of transporta am an old age honorary pensioner of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Marriner.
There has been considerable lum
the man that could pass the roughest1 if it is allowed to continue, bad re tion for tiie building trades and our Association, but I would reluc
stone made the most v ages. At that* sults are sure lo be the outcome.
benefit if 1 thought bering done in this section this winter.
through fear of this boycott, our em- tantly accept tl
time on Spruce Head the high line j Since as'uming the executive position pioyers actually encouraged fiur or that it was tai n from some man Ralph Heald has rolil some oak lumber
men earned as nnrli as $120 a m nth. | of the Granite Cutters’ Union, you ganizing, and we had through neces whose family needed it perhaps more io Mr. Brown of Camden.
The average cutters earned about, have sh wn by your actions that your sity to reje t the application ef some than I did.
Leslie Marriner lias traded one of his
I sincerely hope ,ti at our members horses for a better traveler. Now
seventy-five dollars.
We were paid 1 policy in conducting the business of1 cf the foremen and cilldais to become
will consider n. ii us'.y what I have when he takes his new possession out
once a month, but a nun with a fam- ! jour constituents would be construe-( members.
ily on tho main didn’t see mu h cash.! live end conciliatory, and I am sure
There is quite a story to this, but written. 1 am not a new recruit tc for an airing there is nothing seen bnt
ns a large part of his wages were I that anything you would have said to the p fiat that 1 am driving at is this. our Association. I know what tlie a dark streak like a black cloud pass
the manufacturers would have been When we organized the Knights of liaeklist means and 1 have carried ing by.
left in the store.
in my kit mor than once on jobs
The summer of 1873 was about the along this line.
Igibor, there were In the town several
I have, both In an < ffi-ial ahd un men who had worked on non-urion where my earnir.: were quite satis
same as 1872. The work on the Head
LOCATED THE MYSTERY
started up in November and a sharp official capacity, had o?casi n ta In jobs in many different places. These factory, but not large enough to In
ener’s crew went to Rockland to work terpose as a peace agent In questions utters were ai! desirous of Joining the duce me to go ba .. oil my butties. Down in Dalles, Texas, They Found
on the Post Office building. It was the involving both large and small bodies j Knights of Labor, but according to My only wish now is to live long
What Wes Interfering With Radio
same old thing, all piece w, rk. 1 am of employers and employees, some o: '.he principles of ihe order they could enough to see harmony restored in
Reception.
safe in saying that it took a good man them of serious importance, and 1 not do so until they were square with the industry in which 1 have spent
to earn two dollars per day. The have always found that the parly that their own organization. So it was up my life. Employer and employee co
Apropos of the radio disturbance
stone was cut In an old fashioned was not willing at all times to sit down to me as representative of the Union operating without prejudice or bick
stone shed and when it was down to and listen to the arguments and rea to “roast" them as the saying is. But ering, and with a brotherly considera which annoyed local radiophans sc
zero, the plant was closed down. The soning of the-other side, was playing 1 had no such desire and never have tion for the general uplift of ell en much ^during the fall and early winter
winters of ’74 and ’75 I worked in a game that would not stand the light had. I wrote to the branches inter gaged in the industry.
the following is of interest:
I will close this extended and no
Vinaihaven a few weeks. I am touch of honest and impartial Investigation. ested, explaining the situation and got
“Dallas, Tex., had a radio mystery,
doubt
to
some
uninteresting
harangue
ing on Brother Lyons’ record when If the employers have determined to permission from them to deal with
a source cf interference with broadcast
hy
quoting
once
more
this
admonition
I landed on Vinaihaven. I was given is late themselves from the peace of these men as I thought proper. In
reception,
which
defied detection,
a kit on piece work over to the Sands ferings you are in a position to tender every ease my request was complied of our worthy President, and I think
quarry. I worked there about a week them they must take the responsibility with. I did not impose a fine on any it would be profitable il' we would all troubled a large part of the city. The
and then given a kit on the government of a continuing policy of business de of them, instead I collected a mini imbibe its signili ance: “Every man mystery developed several weeks ago
Job. If I ever got any cash fir that preciation in the granite industry. mum sum of three dollars in the form competently working at work which when a series of terrific radio squawks,
week’s work I can’t remember it.
You certainly did net lower your dig of an initiation fee. This did not comes within the jurisdiction of the hums anil buzzes knocked several hun
I worked 22 days on the govern nity by offering to speak to these humiliate the boys and in all of my G. C. I. A. should be a member of dred pairs of ear drums for a row of
ment job in an old stone shed ever to manufacturers in a respectful and dealings and association with them in that Association. The task to so en grid leaks.
“Old-time operators swore fervently
the harbor in s’ght of the boat land peace desiring manner. If they feel ’.he after years. I never receipted a roll them is not an easy one, but it
ing. Any cf the old timers will tell that they have made their position contribution card for better union men ought to be don e There is no escap and blames ‘some darn newcomer.’ Re
ing that fact, and-along that road and cently addicted' ‘bugs,’ on the other
you that the winter of ’74 and ’73 was mere secure by their action, 1 am than this same group.
no other lies the thing so many of hand, were convinced that it was some
the coldest winter that there was any afraid that they will not be sustained
I do r.ot think that I will be giving our members devoutly desire."
veteran, peeved because of the crowded
record of since the earth was ail cov by an impartial public opinion. Per the employers any inside union infor
Thos. J. Lyons S9.
ether, trying to get revenge.
ered with Ice. About February 15. I sonally, lam very sorry that you did mation if I say that it is very evident
“The disturbance continued and an
boarded the boat for Rockland and the not have an opportunity to have a that there are quite a few granite cut
appeal' was made to the Dallas Radio
bay was frozen solid as far as eye friendly chat with the employing in ters working at the trade who are not
STRAND THEATRE
Club.
Wireless sleuths armed with
could see und we made a landing at terests. If you did not succeed in members of the G. C. I. A. More so
Hurricane. 1 got a kit on some bridge organizing them into a branch of the than ever before. Although it took
“The Courtship of Myles S’tndish." directional aerials’ sought to trace the
sti ne out doors and earned my board granite cutters, you could at least several years after we organized be with Chai: - Ray as tlie star md por ‘rouble. The Dallas Power and Light
until the last cf March ar.d then got have put them wise upon the fact fore we had as members the greater traying the dashing role cf the bash cmp.any offered aid and a crew of
to Rockland. I want to say there was that the register number of our mem number of our craft. We have never ful young Pilgrim. John Alden, is men joined the hunt. Two engineers
nearly one hundred granite cutters on bers does not necessarily indicate had such a condition confront us be shown toil .y and Wednesday. It is a witli a receiving set. using an umbrella
Vlnalhaven and Hurricane that winter their age.
fore. When the Texas State Capitol big production, big in theme and big for antenna and a walking stick with
looking for a kit that never got one.
• • • •
job was done at Austin. Texas, about in cast, diiction and expenditures, the a nail for a ground, walked about,
Of course those go: d old government
In the January number of the -40 years ago. we had some kind of a building cf tiie Mayflower alone cost throwing out their lines for several
jobs we read so much about nowadays, “Rock of Ages" a complimentary ref misunderstanding about making it a ing $64,000. Nine months of hard nights. Finally they came to the de
was under the hammer, but the gran erence is made to the good work that union Job nnd some feilow named Gus work, wi ll mere than $SOO.OOO ex cision that the trouble was located in
ite cutters of those times were like a Editor-President Squibb is doing for Wilkie brought over a shipload of cut
pended in tiv actual cost, has given i certain residence and al about the
Iloek of sheep without a shepherd.
the Journal.
"Under him a number ters from somewhere near the laud of the screen a tremendously important middle of the house. Upon investi
The winter of ’76 the Atlanta, Ga, of happy circumstances seem to have Bobby Burns and they did the job.
gation it was discovered that an elec
Post Office was cut on Spruce Head combined to make it more accurate, Then we had what was known as ar.d finely- let tiled production.
Not only h is the most famous ro- tric tied warming pad was being used
I remember there was over one hun newsier, less vitriolic, not go pompous, Union No. 2. This came into existence
each night and that there was a short
dred kits out and men came from far and. if we may say it, more fragrant. somewhere around New York City, but manee iu American literature supplied
circuit in tile line leading from the
the
popular
star
with
an
ideal
story,
after a ‘Jen. I can vouch for the fact Old members of the craft have been the climate there was not suited to
light socket to the pad. Further tests
out
it
has
.
patriotic
sentiment,
re

that quite a number of them left the invited to use the Journal for a chim its style of doing business and it soon
calls vivid'y and colorfully one of the showed that there was no troul.le with
next spring in debt for their board. ney corner. Doubtless encouraged by became extinct.
most slgnilic mt events in ail American the receiving sets in the neighborhood
I want to say right here, that the na Mr. Squibb, an 89-year old union
....
hisiery. ra.ni ly, the coming to this when this pad was not in use. but after
tives lived out of the store, even the granite cutter of Maine, has been per
These were minor affairs compared country of the Pilgrims aboard the it was turned on and began to heat
men from the Key. toted their family
suaded to reminisce about the down with the present condition and the As illustrious Mayflower. Charles Ray is up the interference would start. Upon
store up the Key river.
east granite isles of a half century ago. sociation is very fortunate to have as
John Alden and the s reen has never repairing the pad the trouble ceased
The first strike, so-called, that I
It is through such memoirs that one its executive officer ait this time, a man
seen a more gallant, mere courageous and peace again abides in East Dal
can remember, took place on Spruce
can sense the conditions which made of business ability, diplomatic, con
ard I’a-li:
y uug lover than he, fear las.”
Head, in April, 187S. It took a mighty
the early organization among granite servative ar.d who is interested to the
ing no danger that lurked, liut ever
good man to earn one dollar and fifty
workers a virtual necessity. Wc like extent of giving his whole time to the
j bashful when In the presence of the
cents a day on the Head. It was
the distinctly friendlier and more pa duties of his office. I may be consid
rough out door work at that. Of
cific tone of the new Journal. It ered a tame specimen of a union man. lie' utiful maiden he loved. Enid Ben
course at that time our union was one
breathes a conciliatory spirit that bnt I adopted many years ago this nett is Priseill'-e and her work could not
year old, too young a child to help its
would have been worth millions to the American jirinciple—to concede to be improve 1 upon.
brothers much. We picked up our kits
Gene Strap, n Porter, cue of Amer
granite industry in 1920-1922, and Is every man just the rights that I claim
—AT—
and after holding a love feast in the
ica's best 1 ovdel novelists, has dis
schoolhouse on the island, we brushed by no means valueless now.” I like the fur myself. I never question any man's covered a new boy star. Testing many
tone of that article and it certainly right to work at granite cutting or
contains food for reflection. Recrimi at any other profession that suits of the well known boy actors of tlie
nation is the most harmful and the him, so long a.s lie does not interfere S’recn. Mrs. Porter finally decided on
most useless method that can be used, with my right to do the same thing. True Boardman, as nearest approach
and 1 sincerely hope that the best The cardinal principle of all labor or ing her ideal of her character.
Always call a physician. and most intelligent thought of both ganizations is to insist upon receiving “Mickey." the manly little newsboy of
"Michael O'Halloran,”
Until h i3 arrival use elements involved in the controversy a wage sufficiently large to ensure an her nov-1.
be thown
Thursday
EASY TERMS OR CASH
‘emergency” treatment may be drawn together and combine American standard of living, and to which will
29-tf
with a friendly and determined resolu establish working regulations that are and Friday. True Boardman is twelve
with Vicks. This does not
tion to develop the granite industry r.ot detrimental to health and other years of age and presents a new and
interfere with anything to its greatest possibility. I assume humane conditions.
unusual type of boyhood to the screen.
«
he may prescribe.
that I am the "eighty-nlne-year-old"
1 do not believe that there is a man His work in "Michael O'Halloran” is
union granite cutter of Maine referred in a non-union granite shop but what destined to place him in the first rank
to, as my union register number is Itrows that the wages he is receiving, of young screen actors—and his roie as
eighty-nine, and I suppose that is hours of labor and other benefits that "Mickey” gave him tremtndous pos
what led up to the printed error. I he is enjoying would not be his were sibilities for emotional expression and
have never known or heard of a gran it not for the years of combined or the appeal of a different and distinct
ite cutter living to be eighty-nine ganized effort and untold sacrifices personality.—adv.
Over J7 Million Jan Und Yearly years old; however, there is no harm made by his fel'.ow craftsmen, and th s
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GRANITE

DAYS

Something More!
After meals you want something more—a bit of
sweet with a change of flavor. WRIGLEVS is
that “something more” and it’s more than thatl
It is a great aid to your good health, as medical
authorities say.

This is from a recent book on health:
“Many physicians now recommend gum chewing ....
(or a better and more complete change of the starches

into dextrin.”

BURPEE & LAMB

RADIO SETS

CARVER’S
BOOK STORE

p NEUMONIA

RADIO

VapoRub

TENANT'S HARBOR
Bert Osborne has gone to Ports
mouth. N. II.. where he is engaged in
thf hotel business.
Wallace McLaughlin was home from
White Head on a 4S-hour furlough re-

after every meal
— means that your digestion is aided while your

pleasure is served; teeth and digestion both benefit.

Your choice of several flavors, all of the WRIGLEY
quality—sealed in its purity package.

Wrig ley’s
makes the
next cigar
taste better

Daiirif

Strength
Peppermint
Flavor

war
Yes, It’s a Kineo
Pipeless Furnace
MADE AT

BANGOR,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED
This is not a cheap
furnace, it is the best
and one of the heaviest
built, with asbestos be
tween two double walls,
inside the outside wall.
All walls made cf heav
iest
galvanized iron.
With double or single
feed door.

Do not let anyone tell
you that it is not the
best one built, because
our price is much lower
than other high-grade
makes. The difference
is in the profit, not in
the quality.
I have a cheaper fur
nace made by the Homer
Furnace Company, size
22 inch, price $165.00,
but the Kineo is the
lowest ever offered. The 20 inch $175.00 or the 22
inch $185.00, all set up.
I am willing to put one of these in any home, if
suitable for a onc-pipc furnace, with a guarantee to
satisfy or take it out after we have had some very cold
weather to test it. You need not make any payment
until you are satisfied.
I have also made a 20% reduction on Kineo
Ranges and Heaters.
You can buy an 8-20 Star Kineo Range, with high
shelf for $60.80, delivered anywhere in Maine.

V. F. STUDLEY
Te

ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS
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MAIN

STREET,
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Sets Built To Order
ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR

OREL E. DAVIES

WORK

Over the Express Office

JEWELER OPTOMETRIST

recently.

Tip re are about 20 cases of mumps
in town.
Fred Watts left Friday for Waldo
boro, where he has employment for a
few days with Wiiiiam Grant.
Mrs. John Morris left Saturday for
B st' n. called by the illness of her
cousin. Addle Horton.
Mrs. J. K. Monaghan left last week
for Boston. During her absence Miss
Eva Torrey will clerk In the store.
The Odd Fellows held a drill meet
ing Saturday night.
Mrs. Rodney Wiley who has been ill
is convalescf nt.
Jesse Rivers arrived home Friday to
visit his mother, who is ill.
Mrs. Dr. Hall has gone to New York
cn a visit.
St. George Lodge. No. 132. I. O. O. F.,
lias accepted an’lnvitation to confer
the second degree at Knox Lodge,
Rockland on March 24.

MAINE

All

R. W. TYLER

the Latest in Glasses

SOI MAIN 8T„ ROCKLAND
TOtt

ROCKLAND, - ■ MAINE

ORDER EARLY FOR SPRING DELIVERY
We Have In Stock a Good Line of

BARRE GRANITE MEMORIALS, VERMONT
MARBLE COMPANY’S HIGH GRADE MARBLE
AND MANY OF OUR LOCAL GRANITES
We will be pleased to have you consult us before placing your orders.
Telephone Connection

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
T-tf

EAST UNION, MAINE

